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Abstract

High Clltting tempenlture is inherent during machining which shortens the tQollife

and deteriorates the job ql.llliity. This problcm becomes morc acute when the jobs are

difficn1t to machine and are to be used undcr dynamic loading. Cutting flnid application is

the most common strutegy to improve the tool life and the product quality. But

COllventionalcutting fluids are not that effective in high production machining particularly

ill continuous culting of materials like ~teels. More over cutting fluids are the major sOl.lree

of environments pollution, soil contamination and inhalation problems. Minimum quantity

lubrication (MQL) with vegetable oil or clitting oil is cnvironment friendly machining

technique. MQL refers to the use of cutting fluid~ of only u minutc amount-typically of a

flow rate of 50 to 500 mLihwhich is about three to four orders of magnitude lowcr thalllhe

amount commonly used in flood cooling condition.

Effects of MQL on cutting performance of 42CrMo4 steel in respect of chip-too!

interface temperature, chip formation, cutting forces, tool wear and prodllct quality have

been studied using coatcd carbidc insert (SNMM-TN 2000). Three types of cutting fluids

namely soluble oil, vegetable oil and VG 68 cutting oil have been used to compare the

relative perfonnance of those culling fluid, with each other as well as with that of dry

condition.

Compared to dry condition, MQL perfonned better mainly due to sub<;tantial

reduction in cutting temperature that enabling favorable chip-tool interaction. This also

facilitated the substantial reduction in tool wear, dimensional inaccuracy and surface

roughness. The results indicated that the use of minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) by

VG 68 cutting oil performed better in comparison to other entting fluids.



-,-".

Chapter-l

1.1 Introduction

,

Introduction

Machining is a material removal process (hat typically involves the enning of

memls using different types of cutting toob in which a tool removes material from the

surface of a less resistant body through relative movement of the tool and application of

force and is particularly useful due to its high dimensional accuracy, flexibility of process,

and cost-effectiveness in producing limited quantities of parts. Due to removal of material

in the form of chips, new surfaces are cleaved from the workpiece accompanied by a large

consumption of mechanical energy which in turn transformed into heat, leading to

conditions of high ptessure, high temperature and severe thermal conditions at the tool-

chip interface, The greater the energy con~lIffiption, thc greater are the temperature and

frictional forces at the tool-chip interface and which in turn increases tool wcar,

Thc manufacturing company faces the challenges for higher production with

superior quality and surface finish of product to meet the over"ll cconomy, global cost

competitiveness by machining and grinding, insists high material removal rate, high

stability and long life of the cutting tools, In high speed machining or grinding PIOCCSS,the

desired products with actual size and shape urc prod aced by gradually removing (he excess



material from the performed blank in the form of chips which is associated with the

generation of high culling temperature with high culling velocity, feed, and depth of cut

High clitting temperature generation in machining not only reduces dimensional accuracy

but also damages the surface fini,h ofthe pruduct. But the performed pans essentially need

finishing to the desired dimen;ional accuracy and ,urface integrity by these processes,

Several engineering pans with dimensional accuracy and surfacc finish arC essential not

only for their ability to fulfill their functional reqUirements but abo for their improved

performanee and prolonged service life.

The surface quality of the timshed products deteriorates with the inerease in

cutting temperature due to built-up-edge formation, oxidation, rapid corrosion, induction

oftemile residual stresses and surfaee, Such problems become more sensitive and serious

when very hard, strong and heat re;istive pan is subjected to dynamic or shock loading

dming the functional operation" On the other hand, high cutting temperature accelerates

the growth of tool wear and also enhances of premature failure of the tool by plastic

deformation and thermal fracturing. Therefore it becomes very essential 10 reduce Ihe

Cllttingtemperature as fur as possible.

In gcneral, the most importanl outcome in machining processes is !he

productivity, achieved by cutting the highest amount of material in the shonest period of

time using lools with Ihe longesl life tlme. Comblning all !he parameters involved in tbe

Inachinlng process to maximize ~roduetivily is, nevenheless, a very complex task and

becomes much more difficult when working at high speed-feed condition as well as high

culling tempernture. In indus!ries, for sustainable development maintaining the highest
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productivity, the temperature generation and its detrimental effects are generall~ reduccd

by

(i) Proper selection of proees> parameters and geometry of the cutting to~ls (ii)

proper selection and application of euning /llLid(iii] lLSlngheat and wear re,iSlam CUlling

1001materials like carbides, coated carbides and high perfonnance ceramics. Thc cutling

in;crts CBN and diamond are extremely heat and wear resistive but those are too

expensive and are justified for very special work materials and requirements where other

lools are nat effective.

DIJ' n:achlning is a machining proecss in which no cutting fluid is used for the

interest of lower cutting forces and enl'ironment friendlines;. It is ecologically desirable

and industries will bc compellcd to eOIl,ider dry machining to enforce cnvironmental

protection laws for occupational safety and health regulations. Dry machining is now of

great interest and actually some researchers meet with success in the field of

environmentally friendly manufacturing [1, 2]. In realit~, however, they are sometimes less

effective whcn higher machininb efficiency, bctter surface finish quality and severer

cutting conditions are required. During dry machining at high cutting speed and feed, high

temperature i, generated which results in high tool wear rate, reduced tool lifc becau"c

these contact conditions become very severe and the tool wcar i, mainly caused by thennal

softening, abrasion and a built-up edge (BUE) formation, which affects the quality of Ille

generated surface and dimensional accuraey_On tile otller hand, in complete absence of

coolam, chip transportation causes an increase of tool-chip atld tool-workpiece friction, as

a result increased cutting force a, well a, abrasive wear and attrition. Some recent

techniques have enabled partial control of the machining temperature by using heat
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resistant tools like coated carbides, CBN, PCnN etc. The improvement in the coatings of

carbide tools and in the chemical and mechanical propcrtlcs of tool material> has caused

the increase of tool working lifi: in machi" ing processes.

Due lO the fact that the higher the tool temperature, the faster it wears. The use of

cutting flliids in machining processes is the most common strategy, as its main goal, the

teduction of the cutting zone temperature, either thrOligh lubrication reducing friction

wear, or through cooling by wnduction, or through a combination of these functions. The

applLcation of coolant during a machining operation is believcd to reduce tool wear [3].

Culling fluids also act as chip-ureaker during machLning and chip fonnation is also

affected when wolant is applied during a machining operation. 'Thc chip curl changes with

the temperaturc gradient along the tbicknell of the chip and affects the size of the cratcr

wear and thc strength oftltc tool cutting edge. Tlle direction from which the cutting fluid is

applied i" therefore an important factor alfceting thc chip curl.

Tl:Lcapplications of conventional cullin!; flUids have bcen found to become less

effective with the increase in cutting velocity and fecd as in this systeni the cutting fluid

cannot properly enter in to thc chip-tool interface due to elastic-plastic contact. It can not

properly cool and lubricate the cutting zone due to bulk plastic contact of the chip with the

tool rake surface. Besides this, it has some unfavorablc cffect5 on the operator, namely,

toxic vapors, unpleasant odors, smoke, fumes and skin irritations. Large quantities of

emulsion-based cutting fluids for machining arC still widely used in the metal working

indu;lry, ~enerating high costs of consumption and di5posal and affecting the environment.

The convcntional cutting fluid systems can cool and lubricate the work-tool and chip-tool
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contact in a limited area and there arc also re~trictions in u~ing much use of coolants in

many countries because of environmental issucs. Be~ide, this, there are limits on the

amount of coolant mist and some coolants and coolant.wettcd chip~ have been treated as

to"ic materials. In some applicatkns, the consumption of cutting fluids has been reduced

drastically by using mist lubrication. Howevcr, mist in the industrial environment can have

a SCIiOUSrespiratory effect on thc operator [4, 5J. Con;cquently, high standards are being

set to minimize this effect. Besides this, convcntional coolants undergo f,lm boiling at

around 350°C and loosc their cooling property [6]. Thcse combined factors have driven the

industrial sector, research center, and universities to investigate alternative production

proccsses, to create technologie, that minimizc or avoid the production of cnvironmcntally

aggrcssive residues.

in line with growing environmental concern, involved in the use of cutting fluids

in machining proce",es, as reported by ;cveral researchers and manufacturers of machine

tools. strong empha,is is being placed on the development of environmentally friendly

tcchnology, i.e., on environmental prc~erva(ionand (hc search for conformity with the ISO

14000 standard. On the other hand. de~pile persistent attempts to completely eliminate

cutting fluids, in many cases cooiing i, still es<;entialto the economically feasible service

life of tools and the required surface qualities. In respect of (he economicai and

environmental effect~ on the uSC of culling fluids iead (0 the research of near dry

machining ,cvcral years ago [1, 7]. Near dry machining refers to the use of a ;mall amount

of ~u((ingfluid, typically in the order of 100 mlJhr or less, which is about ten-thou>andth

of the amount of cutting fluid used in Hood-cooling machining [8]. The principle of near

dry machining is the application of less lubrication with dry sll!face after the machining
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process. Therefore, ncar dry machining is also recognized as minimum quantity lubricalion

(MQL) machining. According to Dinil et al. [9] machining: processes with the minimum

quantity lubrication (MQL) lechnique or withou! any cutting: fluid (dry cutting) reduced

the urili:wtion of cooling lubricanls> in order to improve cnvironmental protection, safety

of machining proce,>cs and to decrcasc time and COSISrelated [0 the number of machining

operations.

In various metal cutting processes. sawing, ,haping, drilling and milling,

minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) system has long been worked successfully. In this

_'ystCLll.cutting flUids employcd mainly that are non.soluble in Waler, especially mineral

oils. According to Heisel el al. flOJ, lhe>\: oils, inhaled in the form of aerosol, reduce the

health hazard factor. Due to the very small amounlS of culling fluids used, one must

consider thaI the costs should not prevent the mc of high leehnology compositions in the

f,eld of additive oils. Ovcr the years several researcher, have employcd minimum quantity

of lubricant; in machining and gri"ding of st~els and advanced materials and reported that

if employed efTec1Jvely, minimum quantity of lubricanls can successfully combat the high

Clltlillg temperature inherent in high produelion ma~hinlng and grinding [11-17]. Different

researehers also used vegetal-based coolants [18].

Typically, an MQL system supplies 0.3 - 0.5 mllmin of a metal working fluid

(MWF) with pressuriz.ed air or other supplemental gascs, whereas a conventional system

supplies about several lhousand mllmin of MWF. The conventional flood supply 'y;lem

demands more resourees for operation, maintenance. and disposal, and re5ulls in higher

environmental and health problems. MQL machining h;c; many advantages in this regard

[19. 20, 21]. Minimal quantity lubrication (MQL) i~ a technique of supplying lubrication in

6



machining to achieve both environmental and economical benefits. The application of

cryogenic coolant easily reduccs cutting temperature, cutting forces with chip load,

provides improved tool life and ,urface finish as a result in~r= all the machinability

indices. But due to the high ~o,t and difficult handling of ~ryogen, the use of ~ryogenic

coolant is limited.

It is necessary to di""over the knowledge over the performance of cUlling fluids

when applied to different work materials and operations in order to improve the efficiency

of the most conventional ma~hiniag processes. This efficiency can be measured, among

other parameters, through ~uning tool life and workpiece surface finish. However, the

costs associatcd with the pur~ha,e, handling and disposal of ~utting fluids are leading to

the development of tool materials and coatings which do not require their appiication. In

this work, the performance of three types of ~utting flUids (soluble oil, vegetable oil and

VG68 cutting oil) with MQJ. will be ~omparcd to dry culling when continuous turning

42CrM04 steel using coated carbide in;erl (SNMM.TN 2000) through the evaluation of

the following parameters: ~utting temperalure, ~hip, form, cutting force" tool wear

mecbanism and surfa~e fmish.

1.2 Literature Review

Currcntly g<'nerousresearch and inve,tigations have been done world wide on the

ma~hinability of different materials mainly in respect of chip-too! interface temperature,

chip morphology, ~hip-tool intemdion, ~ulting forces, wear and life of cutting tool,

dimensional a~~uracy and surface integrity along with surfa~e finish under different

cutting environments witb or witbo\lt uSing culling fluids. During machining the
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application of conventional cutting fluids ame sevcrc alarm on envlronmentai pollution

and heaith hazard on "orkcrs. Research has also been initiated on control of such pollution

by completely dry cuuing using ~igh heat and "ear resistant cutting tools, Cryogeme

machining, high-pressure coolant jet assisted machining and minimum quantLty of

lubricant (MQL) and their technological effects particularly in temperature inten,ivc

machining and grinding.

A brief review of some of the attractive and significant contributions in the

closely related area" is presented in this section, Thi, chapter also provides the background

lnfonnation relevant to thi, research. The ecological and economical dry machining and

thc problems of high temperat"re rise, in dry machining, machining with conventional

cutting tluids and the effects of culling tluids on fini,h product" and environment, other

alternative lubrication ,ystem and Iinally the minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) "y,tem

and its positive effects on the finished products with researchers remarks are descnbed

thoroughly in thi, chapter.

The advance metal machining industries are mainly paying attention on the

achiev"ment of high quality product, in terms of work part dimensional accuracy and

surface finish, at high production rate and co,t saving also with a reduced environmental

impact, During machining high lulling temperature gencration in very common and it

deform, the tool cutting edgc deformation which may result in poor machining

performance in terms of form accuracy and surface quality. This generated high

temperature is partially controlled hy reducing heat generation and removing from the

cutting zone. It can be done by selecting optimum machining parameters and geometry of

the cutting tools, proper cutting tools, proper cutting tluid applications and u"ing heat

8



resistant culling tool malcrlais like carbides, coalcd carbides, and high performance

ceramics.

l.2.1 Dry Machining

Dry cutting or cutting with no fluid may be a possible soiution wilhout causing a

brgc decreasc in tool iife and loss of workpiece quallty, but for this il is mandatory to have

s\litabic tool materials and cutting conditions, [luring machining the heat gcneration raises

the temperature of the c\llling tool tip, and the work-S\lrfaccncar the cutting zone [22] as

lhere is nOmedium of heat removal from the culling lOne. Due to such high temperalure

and pressure aeling on the C\ltting tooi edge. resuit, the defonnation of cutting edgc

piasticaily. It also creates rapid tool wear whicll ultimately iead to dimensionai inaccuracy,

increasc in cutting forces and premature tool faii\lre. On the other hand, if the culling

temperature is high and is nol controlled, it worsens the surface topography and impairs

lhe surface integrity by oxidation and introducing residual stresses, micro-cracks and

structural changes.

The magnitude of cutting lemperature rises with thc increase of cutting velocity,

feed and depth of cut which conslrained high production machining by ri;e in temperature.

Al such elevated temperature the culling tooi if not hoi hard as much necessary may lose

their permanence quickly or wear out rapidly which resuit in increased culling forces,

dimensional inacc\lraey of the product anti shorter tool life. This problem increases f\lrther

with the increa,e in :;trength and hardness of the work material. Hard coatings of tool

materials have bcen used to accompli,h Ihis purpose. The optimization of cutting

conditions to make them more suilabie for dry cutting is done thro\lgh the increase of feed
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and decrease of cutting speed. With this, roughly the same amount of heat is generat~d, but

the area of the tool which reeeives this heat is bigger. making the temperature iower and

[he amount or chip removed per mmute constant (without increasing cutting time). The

demand for producing iarge amount of product in target time insists high material removal

rate during machining which inc rea"," cutting velocity, feed rate and depth of cut. For

manufacturing product with good surface fini,h and dimensional accuracy it is eventuaiiy

L"equLredto reduce the culling zone temperature.

In machining ductile melal>, the chip conlact iength play, a significant role on the

chip and tooi temperature which becomes highest aimo,t at the center of the chip-tool

conlael surface [23] where then crater wear begins and grooves intensively. It was ai~o

ob,crved by Jawahir and Lutterveit [24J that during machining ductile material produces

iong chips and the chip-tool contact ha, a direct inllucnce on the cutting temperature and

thermo-chemical wear of cutting tools. This culling temperature become, high on the rake

face where eratering occurs, which also rai,e the temperature at the flank of the tool. The

lISU~1tlank wear and crater wear orthc cutting tools often au~in notching on the flanks and

grooving on the rake face at the outer ends of the engaged portions of the cutting edges.

Kosa et al. L25] also commented thaI in machining ductile material the heat and

temperature developed due to plastic dcfonnation and rubbing of chips with tool. The

generated heat and culling temperature at the chip-tool interface may cause continuous

buiit-up welded debris which causes fluctuation of cutting forces, increase power

consumption along with increased surface roughness during machining operation.

Machining under high cutting velocity and unfavorable proce" paramelers

requirc high specifiC energy. This machining results in very high cutting lemperature.
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"hich reduces the dimensional accuracy and tool lifc by plastic deformation and rapid

wea" of the cutting points [26, 21]. Pasl rcsearchers focused on the temperature and ils

distribution in the cutting zone becausc it is believed that it has a direct impact on tool life

[28]. Due to high temperature and pressure the cutting edge deforms plastically and wears

rapidly. which leads!(l dimensional inaccuracy, increase in cutting forces and premature

tool failure. On the other band, this uncontrolled high temperature worsens the surface

topography and the surface integrity by oxidation, and introducing residual stresses and

surface or sub-surface micro-crack;. Currently. this problcm is tried to control by reducing

heat generation and removing heat.from the cutting zone through optimum selection of

machining parameters, proper selection and application of cutting fluids.

Cutting foree is an important criterion in increa,ing cutting temperature dUring

machining. In turning operation tbe resultant force is divided inlo three components, fced

force, radial force and main cutling force. USlIally, in finisbing operations the radial force

is lhe iargest of all, since the depth of cut is very ,mall, compared to the tool nose radius

[29] and with the increasing of cutting vclocity both, radial and feed forces tend to

decrease, for most of the melallie parts maChined with carbide tools. The lubricants are

considered to act in the sligbtly loaded region where the Chip leaves the toot. They

decrease the friction there and thereby causing the contact length and the chip thickness to

rcduce, but even at very [ow speed~ it never penetrates the highest loaded region. However,

a lubricant docs not have to penetrate the whole contact by attacking at the edge and it can

reduce the whole contact [30, 31] attributes 'lieh behavior partly to the softening effect of

the workpiece material, due 10 temperature increase, and partly to the decreasing of the
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chip-tool contact length. Additionally. the depth of cut (d) evidently has an influence larger

than lh~ cutting velocity and feed rale hal a moderate effect on forces.

Although surface roughJess of the finished product is usually undesirable, it is

difficult and expensive to control in l1lanufa~turing. To decrease surface roughness, it is

necc"ary to increa,~ manufacturing cost. This often results in a trade-off between the

manufacturing cost of a component and it, performance in application. Several factors will

influel1ce the ,urfaee roughnc» in a machining operation. The surtaee roughness mighl bc

considered as the sum of rom independent effects: i) the ideal !outface roughness is a result

of Ehegeomwy of the tool and feed rate and ii) the nature of surface roughness is a re,ult

of the itregularilies in the cUlting operation [32J. Even in thc occurrence of the chatter or

vibrations of the machine tool, defect; in the structure of the work material, wear of 1001 or

megularitics of chip fotmation conlribUle to lhe surface damage in practice during

machining.

Shaw [3], Komanduri et at. [33] and Stephenson et al. [34] agree lhat most of the

enctgy applicd to the cutting process is convertcd into heal in the main zone of plaslic

deformation, the ,hearing plane, where the workpiece material turns itself into chip and in

the seeondary zone of plastic deformation, whcre chip slides on the rake face, Finally,

some heat also arises on the tertiary zone. where the tool relief face slides on the newly

machined surface. This last source is, however, not considered in most case', either for

,implicity, or because the heat generated is very small when using sharp cutting edges. The

heat generated in those zones is distributed among the tool, the workpiece, the chip, and

after that to the environment. I-leat g~nerated at lhe shearing plane can make the cuuing
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action casy, but it can now into the cutting cd!;e and that will negalively affect tool life by

,horlening it.

1.2.2 Machining with Conventional Cutting Fluids

Conventional machining prevails pla<tically deformation in generating chips

whereas in bigh speed machini"g chip generalion i, followed by segmentation process.

Usually lhe high culling temperalure i, controlled by profuse cooling [35, 36, 37]. But

,uch profuse cooling with convcntional cutting tluids is not able to solve lhese problems

fully even when empioyed in the form ofiet or miSt.During machining culling tluids cany

out many useful functions which include cooiing of the cutting tool at higher ,peeds,

lubrication at low speeds and high ioads, iI1Gr~a,ingtool life, improve the surface finish,

reducing the distortion due LOtemperature ri,e in lhe workpiece, chip handling and

disposal, providing a protective layer on the machillod surface from oxidation and

protection ofth. machine tool components from rust [38, 39, 40]. Compared with the cost

of the cuning tools the cutting fluids cost is significantly high and it is necessary to reduce

the use of cutting fluids. It was reported thaI metal-working fluids cost ranges from 7 10

17% of lhe total machining cost. On the other hand 1001cost is less in respecl of total

manufacturing COSIwhich range, from 2 to 4%. The more the consumption of cutting

tluid, In manufacturing process, me more cost increased due to some additional process

for handling and disposal the culting fluids.

While primarily dependent on the ~utt;ng speed and the workpiece material

propertieS,the ~utling temperature is also affecled by lhe cutting tooi properties. Almost all

of the mechanical energy in melal ~uning i; transformed into heat. The major portion of
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th~ produced heat is conducted il;\o and removed with the chip, from the cutting region

'''til neurly the entire remaining portion conducted into the workpiece and cUlling 1001.At

elev"led lemperature the cutting tool if nO! enough hard may lose their form stability

quickly or wear out rapidly resulting in increased curting forcc, dimensional inaccuracy of

the product and shorter 10011it<: [41]' Longer eut under high cutting temperature eauses

thermal expansion and distortion of the job parlicularly if it is ,lender and small in size,

which Icads to dimensional and form inaccuracy. On the other hand, high cutting

temperature accelerates the growlh 01'1001wear and abo enhances the chance of premature

r~ilure of the 1001 by plastic dcformation and Ihermal fracluring. It has already been

reportcd l42, 43] !hal the use of conventional cuuing fluids (wet machining) does not serve

the desired purposc in machining steels by carbidcs, rather reduce tool life and often may

caus~ premature failur~ of the insert by brittle fracture. Cutting wi!h the exCeSSamount of

cuuing fluids is still very commOn In convenlional machining to control high cutting

tempera lure which advEr;cly at1<:c1s,dircctly and indireclly, chip formation, cutting forees,

tool life and dimensional accuracy and surface Integrity of !he products.

1.2.3 Alternative Lubrication Systems in Machining

During machining cutting lCmperature i, an apprehen,ive element and it is

c"ential to control this cutting lemperaturc For lesser lool wear and good surface finish.

Cutting fluid reduces cutting temperature and also provides lubrication effect b.twcen the

tool and work interface. There arC different typc; of lubrication as well a, cooling sy,tem

availablc to reduce the cutting lCmperature. Many researchers also madc their

Investigations using !hesc different typcs of cQoling and lubricalions system, like flood



cooling, near dry cooling, or micro lubrication, high prcswrc jet cooling, cryogenic

cooling and MQL cooling. Flood cooling reduces tcmperature to somc cxtent by bulk

cooling bul is not very much cff~tive becau,e wilhout reaching into thc interface where

maximum temperaturc anains, it cools only the top surface of lhe job due to its ovcthead

application. It ha, wmc bad effect, lOa; when cooling fluid comes in conlaCl with the

hutnan body it creates skin irrilalion. bronchitis, lungcancer etc.

Cryogenic machining with liquid nttrogen machining [44] and with minimum

quantity lubrication (MQL) [45] has improved machinability of steel to a certain extent

undcr normal cuning conditions. II has also lJ.eenreportcd lhat the machining of steel with

liguid nitrogen improvc>the machinahilily index such as less cutting forces, reduce cuning

temperatlJre, better surface finish and improve tool life compared to dry machining. Ding

et "I. [46] commenled on the lavomble role of cryogenic cooling in chip breaking and in

reducing cuning lemperatlJre in wrning. Cryog"nie machining i, costly due to high cost of

liguid nitrogen. It also accelerated nOlchwear on thc principal flank of the carbide insert

under nitrogen rich atmosphere of cryogenic machining.

High-prcssure coolant is a po;siblc solution for high speed machining in

achieving intimate chip-taol inlcraction, low CUllinglemperature and slow tool wear while

tnaLntaining cutting forces/power al reasonable levels if the high pressure cooling

patameters can be str"tegically tuned [47]' With the use of high-pressure coolant during

machirring under normal cuning conditions, the 1001life and surface finish are found to

improve significantly. Mazurkiewicz et al. [48] reportcd that a coolant applied al the

cutling zone through a high-pre;;"re jet nozzlc can reduce thc contact length "nd

coefficient of friction at chip-tool inlerface and thus can reduce culling force, and
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increases tool life to some extent. But reaching to the boiling temperature the fluid

produces harmful smoke that is injunous to heulth. Splushing; and spreading of coolant

during injection creates a dirty working zonc.

MQL machining is environmental fricndly and also capable to reduce the huge

umount of hcat generated in machining process if level of pressure and velocity of the

issuing jet can be maintained elfecti~c1y accordingly to the dcsired cutting. In order 10

decrease the economical and environmental impacts, near dry machining was addressed as

an alternativc to the traditional flood cooling application a decade ago [7, 49]. Near dry

machining refers to the process of using a small11mo,",ntof cutting fluid, typically in the

order of 100 mllhr or less, which is llbout ten-thousandth of the amount of cutting fluid

used in flood cooling machining [8, 50]. The concept of near dry machining is based on

the principles or less lubrication or minimum quantity lubrication in the machining

process. Near dry machining is also recognized as minimum qnantity lubrication (MQL)

machining. Many researches have suggested that MQI. shows its potentlal competltiveness

in terms or tool life, surface finish and eu.tling forces In luming, milling, reaming and

taping. Most documcnted stndics thus far relating (0 MQL are constructcd npon

cxperimental observations with ilJdividual and separate treatment of machining

performance mcasures such as cutting forcc. cutting tempcrature, [001 wear progre,s, chip

fomlation, surface roughness, or air quality. Thereforc, using MQL technique, which

reduccs remarkable machining costs, can bc obtained reducing thc quantity of lubricant

used in machining.
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1.2.4 Machining with Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL)

The minimiut;on of cuning tluid leads to economical benefits by way of saving

lubricant costs and workpiece/tool/machine cleaning cycle time. Significant progress has

been made in dry and semi-dry machining recently and minimum quantity lubrication

(MQL) machining in particular has been accepted as a successful semidry application

because of Its environmentally' fri~ndly characteristics. Minimum quantity lubricalion

(MQL) systems employ mainly rutting fluids that are non-soluble in water, especially

mineral oils. Du~ to very small amournS of culling fluids used, one must conSider Ihat the

co,ts should not prevenlthe use of high technology compositions in the field of additive

oils. Vegetable-based materials are being increasingly used. These oils, inhaled in the form

of aerosol, reduce the health hazard factor [11]'

Minimum quantity lubrication is a recent technique introduced in machining

particularly, in turning and grinding to obtain safe, environmental and economic benefit"

reducing the use of coolant lubricant fluid, in metal cutting. Minimum quantity lubrication

(MQL) refers to the use of culling tluid, of only a minute amount typically of a flow rate

of50 10 500 mllhour which is about three to four orders ofmagnilude less than the amount

commonly used in flood cooling condition. A numb~r of studies have been shown that

MQL machining can show sati,factory performance in practical machining operation, [7,

R. 13, 49, SO, 51].

Lugscheider et al. [52] used MQL technique in reaming process of gray cast iron

and aluminium alloy with coated carbide [ools and conduded that it caused a reduction of
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tool wear when compared with the completely dry proces5 and, consequently, an

improvcment in the surface quality of the holes.

Dhar et aL [45] also employed MQI.technique in turning pra<:ess of AISJ.I040

steel. He inve,tigated the influence of near dry lubrication on cutting temperalure, chip

formation and dimensional accuracy and concluded that cooling ability ofMQL increa,ed

lhe tool life compared to dry maehLnLng and wet macilining, Based on the experimental

I'esult" lhe authors found that near dry lubrication resulted in lower eurting temperatures

compared with dry and flood cooling. The dimensional accuracy under near dry lubrication

presenl"d notable benefils of conlrolling the in"rea;e of tile work piece diameter when the

machining time elapsed where tool wear is observed, Dimensional accuracy was improved

with the use of near dry lubrication due to the reduction oflOOI wear and damage,

Braga et al. [13] reported lhat the hole, obtained during drilling of aluminum-

,ilieon alloys with uncoated and diamond.coated KIO carbide tools using MQL technique

presented either similar or berter quality than lhose obtained with flood lubricant Iystem.

The investigations carried out by Kelly et al. [53] on aluminum alloy revealed that the

MQJ. technique is preferable for higher cutting speeds and reed rate5,

Davim et al. [54J carried out exp"rimental investigations on machining of brass

under difTerent conditions of lubricant environments. The influence of cutting ;peed and

feed rate on machinability aspect, were studied and concluded that flood lubrication can be

successfully replaced by MQL type of lubrication.
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Machado et aL [55] applied 200-300 mllhr of lubricant in a venturi-mixed air

,tream when turning ,(eel bars. The resul(s ,howed that ,urface roughne,;,;, chip thickne,;,;

and culling forces variations were improved compared (0 the conven(ional flood cooling

,i\uation. It was also found that the cutting and fccd forces wcre reduced with the usc of

cutting fluids whcn turning mcdium carbon steel bar> under low cutting spccd, and high

feed rates. Culting with nCar dry I"bricatlon had better re;ults than conventional flood

cooling Lnreducing the variatlon of culling forces and extending (he (001 life, The effect of

nCar dry lubrication on surface finish and chip thickne" was only noticeable at low cutting

'pceds and high feed rates. The application of near dry lubrication also reduced the cost of

cutting fluids and related equipmen(s, Ho"evet, the aerosol concentration increased

compared with tradi(ional flood cool ing case.

Varadaranjan et al. [56] ~}und that during hard turning of AlSl4340 ,teel nnder

near dry lubrication had bettcr performance than that in dry Or we( culling in tenns of

cutting forces, temperatures, surface ronghness, toollifc, culling ratio and tool chip contact

length. Lower culling forces, lower culling temperatures, better surface finish, shorter tool

chip contact length, larger culling ra(io and longer (001 life were observed in near dry

lliming compared with those in dry or wet cutting,

The effects of oil_water combined mis( on turnlng had been investigated by Chen

et al. [57] on the stainle" steel wi(h the use of 17 mllhr oil and 150 ml/hr water mixture.

The use of oil water combined mist could preventlhe prodne(ion of built-up edge (IWE),

while I~UE was observed when cullin!; dry or with oil mist. Lower cutting temperatures

were also observed with thc use of oil-water combined mist compared to cutting dry or

with oil mist.
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Diniz ct al. [58] applJed 10ml!hr oil in turning SAE 52100 steel with CBN tool5.

The lubricant was delivered in a ,upplying air pressure of 4.5 bars. The experimental

output, are concluded as follow: (i) Dry and near dry machining had similar perfonnance

in t"nDSof CBN tool flank wear. always better than the tool life under flood cooling. (ii)

The work piece surface roughness mea,urcd in near dry cutting was close to lhat obtained

from dry curting;.

Wakabayashi ct al. [59] ,uggested thaI ester ,upplied onto a rake face of a tool

decomposes to carboxyl acid and alcohol and it, carboxyl ic acid forms a chernisorb<:dfilm

with lubricity. Itoigawa et al. [60J suggested thaI In practical condition when high

machining load is applied, lhis type of boundary film i, uncertain. Therefore the

i",esligation for the minImum lubricaliQn mechani,m in actual conditions must be

essential.

Minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) ha, been applied in grinding by

Brinksmeier ct al. [61] on two dilTerentwork material>,one waShardened steel (16MnCr5)

and another was tempered steel (42CrMo4V). The author ob5ervcd that though both dry

and near dry grinding would eause lhcnnal damage Qn the hardened material wilh the

ereep feed grinding operation, acceptable surface finish was obtained under minimum

quamit)' lubrication.

1.2.5 MQL Machining with Heat and Wear Resistant Tools

Cutting 1001selection is a,l important criterion in machining all types of metals '0

thaI it can withstand the high culling speed where the high cutting temperature generation
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is occurred. There are primarily t~ree problems occurred in the euuing tool faces such as

heal generation in the chip-tool contact zone. wear al lhe cutting edge, and thcnno-

mechanical shock. Tile corrcet hardnc,,", toughncss, wear rc,i,lanCe, and chemical stability

of any cuuing tool malerial will ,tay long run with machining materials. In general,

increased hardness improve, wear resislanCebut is associated with decreased toughness.

Reed ClaL [62] reported that the hardness, pia,lic modulus and the fracture toughness of

the tool decline with increase in cultmg temperature, which accelerates tool wear rate.

Moreover, thermal <treSSesin (he tool increase "ith the temperature resulting in more

crad..' in the tool and premature failure of (he tool. The high cutting temperature also

c~uscs mechanical and chemical damage oflhe fmished surface. Depending on machining

condilions and workpiece propertie;, different degree of hardness or toughness is required.

When machining steel with co~ted carbide tools different tool wear mechanisms

occur, such as: abrasion, adhesion, oxidation and even some diffusion, which act

simultaneously and in proportions dependlng mainly on the temperature [63]. The task of

defining which of those mechanism, i, the predominant one ha, become a very complex

task. However, some researches relating wear mechanisms to the cutting speed have been

made and some impottant resutts have been published. for cxample, the raise in

temperature at the euuing zone occurs basically due to the cutting speed increase. The

"bras;on phenomenon occurs predominantly at low CUllingspeeds, adhesion al medium

ones and oxid~tionldiffusion "I high one" The limit of growing for cutting speed depends

on several other factors, such as tool-workpiece combination, contact time betwecn them

and the presence of culling fluids, However, thosc flndings are only indications and may

nOIoffer more than recommendations for practical applic~tions.
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In machining; of steels the use of proper coating struclLlre can contribute to

substantial reduction of the friction action between the rake u.nd chip and result in u.

decrease in heat generation and lower the tool-chip lllterfaCe temperature. The

improvement in the coating:; of carbide tools and in the chemical and mechanical

properties of tool materials has caused the increase of tool working life in machining;

processes [64]. The selection of work piece material with low thermal conductivity and

low heat capacity and coating material with low thermal conductivity leads to a rcduction

in the contact length, resulting in the effect of a thermal barrier. As a consequence, heat is

concentrated within thc thin top laycr of the coating to protect the tool again,t diffusion.

The application of high cooling type water base culling fluids is generally avoided

in machining steels by brittle type cutting tools like carbides and ceramics due to close

curling of the chips and thermal shocks. But it is also a vital concern to continue the

environmental friendly machining system which is caused by the use of cutting fluid,

particularly oil-based type. Due to the ,everal ncgative effects the conventional culling;

tluids utilized in machining are considered a problem for manufacturers. Moreover, largc

quantities of emulsion bascd cutting fluids for machining arc still widely used in the metal

working industry which generates high co~ls of consumption and disposaL These fluids arc

seriously harmful for the environment and day by day these environmental concem~ have

become an important is~ue to production proccss associatcd with thcir economic and

technological aspects. These combined aspects have bcen forced the industrial sector,

rcsearch centers and universities to jllve~tig31e alternativc production processcs, to create

technologies that minimize or avoid the production with environmentally aggressive

residucs. This increasing need for environmentally friendly production technique> and the
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rapid gro\Vlh of cutting fluid disposul costs huve justified the demand for alternate

maehining proeesses without using fluid5 [65, 66]. The goal of research in the use of lesser

amount of cutting t1uids or lubricants in metal production processes has not been achieved

so much over the last decades. In compari~on to the application of MQL assisted jet,

conventional clltting fluids, huve less thermal stability and lubricating capability, However,

despite its advanced lubrication cupability compared to conventional flood cooling, Wahl

[67] a5sumes that in many cases the decrease in temperature due to a reduction in friction

is not sufficient to keep the tool at a tolerable tcmperatllTe leveL Barrow [68] Slates that

lubrication is most eftective at low cu.tling speeds, whercas cooling becomes increasingly

important at higher cutting speeds as the lubri,ant cannot penetrate into the tool-

workpiece interface quickly enough. During machining \vith MQL ,ome re;earehers used

:vater insoluble mineral oils or synthetic oils or ester. For this experimentation, VG 68

hydro clear straight run cutting oil and vegetable oil arc selected as MQL oiL

1.2.6 Summary of Literature Review

A review of the litcrature highlights the immense potential on the machinability

of differcnt eorrunercial stccl in controlling the machining tcmperature and also its

detrimental effects on machined products. 1\ is rcalized that the machining temperature has

a significant influence on chip configuration, cutting forces, tool wear, tool1ife lind surface

roughness. These all responses are very essential in deciding the overall performance of

the 1001.The modem manufacturing industries face the demand for high production rate

which insists the higher MRR. For getting high MRR it is necessary to increase cutting

velocity and other process parameters which result higher cutting zone temperature. At
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such elevated temperature 11mcutting tools may undergo plaslic defomation and attain

rapid tool wear because by adhe,ive, abra,ive, chemical and diffusion wear at the flank>

ami the crater. The dimensional accuracy and surfacc integrily of the workpiece also

dctcriomtes due 10 high lemperature. Culling t1uids are es,;cntial 10 reduce the elevated

temperature. But the convenlional culling fluids are not thaI effective for machining with

high cutting velocity particularly continuous culling of materials like steeL Beside, thi,

there are some other limitations in using and disposal of cutting fluids to be

cnvilOnmenlally hamful and he']lth hazards to the workers, Recycling and reuSe of

conventional cutting fluids create further problems. Though cryogenic machining

imprvves machinability indices, il is limitcd hy the high co,t of cryogen.

In high production machining and grinding, minimum quantily lubrication (MQL)

allows for a practicabie solution in respect of economic tems and health concerns, In this

proce,\ minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) i, impinged through a nozzle precisely at

the narrow cutting zone with a spray of air and culling oiL Minimum quantity lubricalion

('>1QL)gives the significant perlormance in machining and grinding process. MQL caused

a reduction of tool wcar wnen compared to the complelely dry processes and consequently

improvement of surface finish. However, even though the re,ullS got are encouraging it is

l'equlred to make further development to achieve the required effects in !ems of

temperature" cutting forces, 1001wcar, tool life and surface finish.

The thesis work was carried out with a view 10 ,ludy the effeclS of minimum

quantity lubrkation (MQL) of different cutting t1uid, on the CUlling petformance of

42CrMo4 steel in lerms of average chip-tool cutting lemperature, chip thickness ratio,

cutting forces and tool wear by ~oated carbide SNMM-TN2000 insert as compared to
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completely dry machining. An approach based on the proces; parameters (speed" feeds

and depth of cut) will be pcrformcd to identify the ,uitable MQL nozzle position for beller

cooling action, 10 the study, the lubricant i, supplied from a pressurized rese,,'oir and

transmitted to the cutting zone as a mixture of fluid and air.

l.3 Objectives of the Present Work

It is exposed from the aforementioned literature review that minimum quantity

lubrication (MQL) assisted machining is ,tarting to bc established as a method for

,ubstanlla! increase of removal rate and productivity in the metal cutting industry, The

economy of machining sleel is stmngly connectcd to effective chip control, for higher

utilization of machine, and lemperature reduction in the toot. for raising the rates of metal

,,,moval. The growing demand, for high MRR, mainly the high cutting temperature

restrains precision and effective machining of exotic materials. Thorough investigation is

esscntiallo explore the potential benefits of minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) in such

cases. But enough work has not been done systematically yet in this direction.

Thc mam objcctive of the pre,ent research work is to make a thorough and

systematic experimental investigat;on on the roles of minimum quantity lubrication (MQL)

by different types of ~utting fluids (,olublc oil, vegetable oil and VG 68 ~utting oil) on the

major machinability ~haracteri5ticsin respect of

a. average chip-tool interface temperature

b. chip morphology

i, chip thickness ratio (r,J and
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ii, chip shape and color

c. cutting forces (main culling force, Feand feed force, l'r)

d. tool wear

i. principal flank wear, VB

ii. notch wear, VN

iii.auxiliary flank wear, VS

c, quality of the finished surface (surface Jinish, R,)

in turning alloy steel (42CrM04 steel) by thc industrially used coated carbide insert

(SNMM 1N 2000) at different cutting speeds, feeds, depth of cut and machining

environmentscombiillltions.

IIIthis study, the minilnum quantity lubrication(MQL) was provided with a spray

of air and cutting fluids at a pressure 25 bars and coolant flow rate of 150 mllhr. The

results indicated that the use of minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) by VG 68 cutting oil

leads to reduce surface rouglmess, delayed tool wear and lowered cutting temperature

significantlyin compare to other environments.

1.4 Scope of the Thesis

There is a lot of scope and necessity to carry out intensive research and

development work for more effective and eftlcient machining of such increasingly used

aHoy steels. Such research and development work through understanding of mechanism

and mechanics of machining of this critical alloy will essentially enable enhanced

productivity,product qlill!ity,tool life and overall economy in machining though optimum

sclection of process parameter, tool material and geometry and environment. Minimum
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quantity lubrication is the possible soiution in the machine shops in respect of

environmental friendline5>, worker; health eonsci(ln,ne~s, cost effectiveness and III

limiltng the space requirements wl1ichcan not be fulfilled by the conventional application

of cutting fluids. Considering the overall eeonomieai feasibility MQL application does not

affect the e,sentially important technological requirements rather works favorable in

respect of power consumption, product quality and tool life. From that point of view, the

present thesis work has been taken up to e~plore the role of minimum quantity lubrication

(MQL) on the major machinability eharacteri,ties in machining (turning) 42CrMa4 ,teei

by coated carbide toois under different machining conditions.

Chapter 1 presents the general requirements in machining industries, role of

cutting tools and problem associated with high cutting temperature, selection of cutting

tluids, the conventional cooling practice, and expected role of minimum quantity

lubrication (MQL). Litcrature rcview and objectives of the present work are also prescnted

in this chaptcr.

Ch"pter 2 presents the procedure and conditions of the machining experiments

carried out. The experimentai results on the effects of MQL (VG 68 cutting oil and

vegetable oil) relative to dry machining on cutting temperature, ehip morphology, cutting

force" cutting tooi wear and surface roughness in turning alloy steel (42CrMo4 steel)

under different cutting conditions. Calibration results of tool-work thennocouple

comprising of experimentai steel and cutting insert are also presented in this chapter,

Chapter 3 presents th~ discussion on expcrimentai resuits obtained under

different enviromneillS during tuming the concerned steel with referred insert on cutting
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tcmperature, chip morphology, cultlna foree" cutting tool wcar and surface roughncss to

evaluatc the effect of dry and MQL conditions on the performance of cutting tool.

Chapter 4 contains lhc concluding remarks and also provides some

recommendations for future work. Refercnces are included allhe last chaptcr.
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Chapter-2
Experimental Investigations

2.1 Introduction

The economy of machinir.g stcel is strongly connected to effective control of the

cutting zooe temperature and control of chip thickness for higher utilization of machines

and for raising the metal removal rate with temperature reduction in the tool. Minimum

qllantiry lubrication (MQL) wilh its ability to p";>vidcexcellent cooling at relatively lower

cost is an attractive and viable option in this regard. The effectiveness, effLciency and

overall economy of machining any work malerial by given tool depend largely on the

machinability characteristics of the tool-work material under the recommended conditions.

The conditions are

,. cutting temperature; that affects product quality and culling tool

performance

Ii. chip f()fmation mode and pallCrn of machined chip

iii. magnitude of cutting force,; which affects power requirements, vibration

and dimensional accuracy

". surface finish

v. tool wear and tool hie



The beneficial role of minimum quantity lubrication on environmental

fricndline" has already been established. The aim of the present work is to study the

machining responses in terms of culling temperature, chip-forms, cutting forees, tool life,

and surface finish which govems productivity, product quality and overall c<:onomyand to

asSCSSthe machinability characteristics of alloy ,lcel (42CrM04 steel) specimen under both

dry and minimum quantity lubriealion (MQL) conditions. For achieving subsumtial

technological and economical benefits in addition to environmental friendliness, minimum

quantity lubrication needs to be properly dcsigned con,idcring the following important

factor;:

1. effective cooling by cnabling MQL jet reach as close to the actual hot

cuttIng zones as possible.

n, avoidance of bulk cooling of the tool and the job, which may cause

unfavorable metallurgical changes,

\11. minimum consumption of cuning fluid by pin-pointed impingement of jet

during chip formation.

It is necessary to mix air and lubricant to obtain the mixture to be spread on the

cuning sutface. Pressurized air and lubricant are mixed in the mixing chamber. The

mi"turc of the air and cutting fluid is impinged at a high speed through the nozzle at the

chip" tool interface. Fig. 2.1 shows the schematic view of the mixing chamber along with

noale used for the present work..
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Cutting fluid

Compressed air

MQL
Outcome

/

Cutting fluid and
rompressed air mixing

chamber

Fig. 2,1 Schematic view of Mixing Chamber for MQL Supply [69]

2.2 Experimental Procedure and Conditions

Machining ~tee1 by coated carbidcs i; a major activity in the manufacturing

industrie~. Machining of ~ted involves more hcat generation for their ductility and

production of continuou~ chips having more intimate and wide chip-tool contact. In this

experiment MQL conditions are used during machining to compare the results with that of

obtained under dry condition. Minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) based machining has

been accepted as a succe,sfui semidry application because MQL ha, positive part on

environment friendliness a~ wcll as techllo-economical bcncfit. To evaluate and explore

(he "ole of different cutting fluids on Ihe machinability of a tool-work combination,

frequenlly used in machining industrics, mostly in terms of cutting temperature, chip

morphology, cutting forees, tool "ear and surface finish, which manage product quality,

productivity and overall economy is endeavor of the present "ork.

The machining te~ts havc been carried out by turning 42CrM04 steel in a lathe

(7.5 kW) at different cutting specd-feed condition under dry and MQL environments at a

constant depth of cut by coated carbide in,w: (SNMM-TN21J1J1J).The conditions under

Jl
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which the machining te~ts h~ve been carried out are briefly given in Table 2,1. A number

of cutling speed, teed and depth of CLLthave been taken over relatively wider ranges

keeping in view the indu,trial r«ommendations for the tool-work materials undertaken

and evaluation of role of variation In V and r on effectiveness of MQL. Keeping i~ view

less sig~ificant role of depth of cut (d) on cutting temperature, '«lving of work material wd

avoidance or domi~ating cfleet of no>C radius on Gutting temperature, the depth of cut was

kept fL;>.edto only 1.0 mm, which would adequatel} serve the present purpose.

Table 2, I Experimental conditions

Machine tool , ."thc (China), 7.5 kW
Work material , 2CrM04 steel

Composition , 0.3&-0.45%, 8i-0.40%. Mn=O.60-0.90%, P=O.025%.
S-0.035%, Cr=0.90-1.20%, Mo-0.015-0,030%

Si7" , 'I) 160 X 550 mm

Cutting tool , Coated carbide SNMM -TN2000, WlDlA •Tool gcomet , , -6",-6",6', 15",75",0.& (mm)
Coating , iCN

oul holder , SBNR 2525 MI2 WIOIA)

roeess arameters
Cutting seed, V , }75, 247 and 352 m/min

I Feed rate, r , 0.10, 0.12 and 0,14 mm/rev
D.:pth af cut. d , 1.00 mm
MQL supply , ir pressure 23 bars, oil pressure 25 bars and 110w rate 150

nl/hr
~~nvironmellt , I:, Dry

" MQI, wilh Vegetable oil

I:~i.
MQL with VG 68 Cutting oil and

" MQL with Soluble oil

Cooling cfIeetlvene" and the related benefits depend on how closely the MQLjet

can reach the chip-tool and work-tool interfaces where, apart from the primary ,hear zone,

heat i, generated. The tool geometry is reasonably expected to play sig~ificant role on ~ueh
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cooling etTectiv~ness.Coated carbide insert has been used lor the present work co~sidering

common interest and time con'train! only. A ,tandard tool configuration namely SNMM-

TN2001l has been undertaken for [he present work. The insert has been clamped in a

PSB~R 2525 Ml2 type tool holder. The orientation of nozzle tip regarding the cutting

in>ert has been settling after a few trials, The thin but high velocity stream of MQL ha~

been heading for along the auxiliary cutting edge of the insert. so that the coolant reaches

as dose to the chip-tool and work-tool interfaces a, possible and cools the above

mentioned interfaces and both the principal and auxiliary flanks effectively as well. Fig.

2.2 shows the photographic vinv of the experimental sct up u,ed in the present

investigation.

mg.2.2 Photographic view of the experimental set up [69]

Minimum quantity lubricotion (MQL) 'y,tem co~sists of a compressor for

compressing and delivering compressed air at the desired pressure, mixing ehamher for

mixing cutting tJuid and compressed air, suitable nozzle to impinge MQL to the cutting
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zorrc, pressure and now control valves for cffective economical use of cunlng fluid.

Compressor and MQL applicator arC the two major componcnts of MQL system.

Compressor acts as air supply unit and i, able to develop a maximum pressure 01'23 bars.

However, the main purpose of the compre>sor is to supply air at a pressure, which is

required to set in the different c(}mponent, ofMQI. applicator. The fluid chamber is used

to contain the cuning fluid selected for a particular machining. The high pressure air from

lhe compressor enters into two chambers, onc is fluid chamber and other is mixmg

chamber. fluid chamber has an inlet port and an outlet port at the lOp and the bonom

re;pectively, It is connected to the compre"or by a flexible pipe through the inlet port to

keep the fluid inside chamber under a constant pressure of 25 bars. It is required to

maintain the flow of culling tluid irrto the mi"ing chamber at constant rate over a long

period of time during machining. For this a flow control valve is used in behveen the fluid

chamber and the mixing chamber. In this study, MQL jet was provided with a spray of air

and euning fluids at a pressure 23 bars and coolant flow rate of 150 mlihr.

The average chip-tool interface cutting temperature was measured under dry and

MQL conditions undertaken by simple but reliable tool-work thermocouple technique with

proper calibration. This method i, very useful to speciFy the effects of the cutting speed,

reed rale and cutting parameters on the temperature, Thermocouples are conductive,

rugged and inexpensive and can operate over a wide temperature range. But proper

functioning of this technique needs Care about parasitic emf generation. To avoid

generation of parasitic emf, a long carbide rod was used to extend the insert during

calibration. Tool and workpiece havc been insulated from the machine tool. To record emf

a, millvoll a digital multi-meter (Rish Multi, India) has been used where one end of multi-
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meter has been c"nncdcd \()the workpiccc and other end to the tool. The graphical view of

variation "f temperature with different emf (mV) has been shown in Fig. 2.3.

1400

1200

1000

U
°0800,
2
~ 600
~
6
0
f- 400

'00

• • . "Potential, mV "

Fig. 2.3 Temperature calibration curve for 42CrMo4 steel and carbide [69]

The cutting insert was withdrawn at regular intervals to study the pattern and

e"tem of wear on main and auxiliary flanks undcr both dry and MQL conditions. The

average width of the prindpaillank wear, VB and auxiliary tlank wear, V$ were measured

ming metallurgical micro>cope (Carl Zeiss. Germany) fitted with micrometer "f l~m

resolution. No notch wcar was "bserved during measuring under optical microscope. The

surface roughness of the machined surface after each cut was mea5urcd by a Talysurf

roughness checker{Surtronic 3+,Rank ll"bson, UK) using a sampling length of 0.8mm.
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2.3 Experimental Results

2.3.1 Cutting temperature

During machining heat is generaled a( (he (a) primary defonnation zone due to

,hear and plastic deformation (b) chip-tool interface due to secondary deformation and

slidLng and (c) work-lool interface due to rubbmg during machining of any ductile

materiab. Maximum temperature ha, been produced at (he chip-tool interface by all such

heat sourCCSwhich substantially influcncc the chip formal ion mode, culling forces and tool

life, The magnitude ofthi, cutting temperalure increase" though in different degree, wilh

the increasc of culling speed, feed and dcpth of cuI, as a result, high production machining

is conSlrained by ri,c in temperature, Conventional cutting fluid application, mayor to

some CXlcnt cool the tool and job in bulk but can not cool and lubricate expeclcdly al tho

chip-tool inlerface where the temperature is maximum. This may be happened due to the

bulk contact of flowing chips with tbe tool rake surfacc or due to elastic contact with the

tool before leaving the chips. Elastic contact alio"'s slight penetration of the CUlling fluid

only ovcr a small region by capillary action. The cutting fluid action. becomes more and

morC ineffective at the inlerface ",ith lhe increase in culling speed when the cbip-tool

contacl becomes almosl fully plastic or bulk. BCSldes this, at elevalcd temperature the

culling 1001ifnot cnough hot hard may losc their fonn stabiiity quickly or wear out rapidly

resulting ln increa>ed cutting forces, dimensional inaccuracy of Ihe producl and shorter

tool lifc. In the present work the average chip-tooi interface temperature has been

meas\lred under both dry and MQL conditions by lool-work thennocouple techniqucs

dUl'ing turning of 42CrMo4 slcel by coaled carbide (SNMM TN-2000) insert at differcnt

V-I' combinalIons hav~ been showr graphiC<llly in Fig. 2.4, Fig. 2.5, Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7.
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-G- MQL(,,,,ting HULd)
----6,- MOL (vcgctabk "jl
__ MQL (oullinB oil)
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o ~ •-----".-~ Work m"loriol : 42CrM04 Sl<el
C"Ll'''g tool : SNMM"IN 2000
Depth or "u' ' 1.0 rom
Focd rat< , I) 10 mml",v

'""I
fl 700

f-<: 600 ,;"
Culling ,(>CCd,V, mimi"

Fig. 2.4 Variation of average chip-tool interface temperalure {el with cutting speed (V)

under differenl environments at f~0.10 mm/rev
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0 CUtlLng \<)01 ,SNMM TN 2000
Dep,h ofc"t : 1.0 mm

Foed rato :0,12m",l,.v
0

Cutting ,p •• d, V. m!m;n

Fig. 2.5 Variation of average chip-lool interface temperature (9) with cutting speed (V)

under different environment, at f = 0.12 mm/rev
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Fig. 2.6 Variat;on of averag~ chip-tool inlerface tempetature (0) with cutting ,peed (V)

under different environments at I'~ 0.14 min/rev
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,
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Fig. 2.7 Effect of environmenls on chip-tooi interface tcmperature (EI)evaluatcd by

regression analysis of the ~xpcrimental data
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2.3.2 Machining Chips

Machining is a process of ,haping by the removal of material which results in

chips and the geometrical and mctallurgical characteri;tics of these chips are very

representative of the performance of the procc,s because the form (Shape, CQlor)and

thlckne" of the chips directly anc indirectly Indicat" the nature of chip-lOol interaction

intlucnced by thc machining environmcnt. The chip samplC1;were collectcd during short

run turning thc 42CrMo4 steel by SNMM-TN2000 insert at different V-f combinations

under MQL conditions by three typcs of culling tluid, (soluble oil, vegetable oil and VG

68) have been visually examined and catcgorized as per ISO standard 3685 [70] with

r<especlto their shape and color. The results of such categorization of the chip, produced at

different V-f combinations and environments by the 42CrMo4 steel have been shown in

Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 show the actual ,hape and color of machining chips under

different MQL conditions compare to dry condition.
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Table 2.2 Shape and color of chip, produced dunng machining 42CrM04 steel by

coated carbide inscrt (SNMM TN.2(00) under different environments

Feed Cutting Different MQL environments
rate, f, speed, D'Y MQL MQL MQL
mm/rev V,

m/min (Solublc oil) (Vegetable oil) (VG 68 cutting oil)

snarled snarled ,hort short
175 ribbon

blne ribbon
golden metal\i mctallic

ribbon ribbon

snarled long golden short short
0.10 '" blue golden metallic

ribbon tubular ribbon ribbon
snarled ,narled

shorl shorl

352 blue blue blue metallic
ribbon ribbon ribbon ribbon

,narled d~p long
short shorl

175 melallic claHi metallic
ribbon blue tullular ribbon ribbon

snarled long
,horl sborl

0.12 '" blue golden netalli metallic
ribbon tubular ribbon ribbon

long
deep long

,hort ,hart
352 goldcn golden golden

tubular blue tubular ribbon ribbon

snarled deep long
,hart short

175 golden melaliie metallic
ribbon. blue lubular ribbon ribbon

snarled long
sbort short

0.14 246 blue golden gQldcn goldcn
ribbQn lubular ribbon ribbon

long deep I IQn~ short shQrt

m blue: tubular
golden etalli goldcn

tubular ribbon ribbon
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Tabl~ 2.3 Actual ,hape and color of chips produced during machining 42CrMo4 steel by
coated carbide inserl (SNMM TN-2000) under Ditrcrent environment,

Feed Clltting Environments
rllte, f, speed, V, D" MQL MQL MQL
mm/rev mlmin Soluble oil e etable oil VG 68 cullin oil

175 ~l
~

i~( <J), '1
'" ' ,
"/

~

\{\'(0.10 ""
~

352 C~ ~J ?h/ I

}~~~ ~
'l-r-'J175 ' '

J'" ,I"60-,(, ' - 1 V

~cJo~~ "

0.12 '" ~'-J;

'('''\ 0 \ I

352 ¥" ,,;.V
" "\ "~'Y\,..t '4Jirn

"

\r) (YIIi~I,C~
~

175 \.~#~) " ,

~~ ~~,Q!
C',

11.14 246 (-6,~"''':.'i.ll''":J "

352 /~\)0 ~l ~v,}, ,II, "'1#C •
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The thickne,,;cs of the chip, has bcen repeatedly measured by a slide calliper to

dClcrmiLlc the value of chip_thickness ratio, r,. which i, an important index of

machinability. Chip thiekne5> ratio. r, (ratio of chip thickness before and after cut) i,

another important machinability index. For given toQI gcometry and culling cOndLt;ons, the

valuc of r, depends upon the nature of chip-tool interaction. chip contact length and chip

form, all of which are expected to be intlueneed by MQL in addition to the levels of V and

f, fhe variation in value of r,' with change in V and f and as well as machining

environment cvaluated for 42CrM04 steel wl1ich l1avc been shown in Fig. 2.8, Fig. 2,9,

fig. 2.10 and Fig, 2.11.

0.7

'.0

0'
.~ 0.8,
~•to. 0.6
(5

Workrnal.,ial : 42CrM04Sleel
Cullingtool : SNMMTN2000
Depthof cuI : 1.0mm
Foodrate ,O,lOmmi,e"

t--- ~
Environment
~D"
.-.- MQL (cutting tluid]
--6- MQL (vegetableoil
___ MQL (cultingoil)

o.
'" CLlllingVelocity, V, rnlmln

Fig. 2.8 Variation of chip_thickness ratio (r,J with culling speed (V) under different

environments at f~ 0.10 mmlrev
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Fig. 2.9 Variation of chip-thickness ratio (rc) with culling speed (V) under different

environments at f~0, 12 mml,ev
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Fig.2.10 Variation of chip-thickness ratiQ (rd with cutting speed (V) under different

environments at f- 0.14 mm/rev
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Fig.2.11 Effect of environment 011chip thickness ratio (rd evaluated by regres5"m

analy,i, of the experimental data

2.3.3 Cutting Forces

The deformation of a work material mean, that enough force has been applied by

the 1001for permanentl} reshape or fractllre the work material. During applying force the

pla~tie limit of material ba, been exceeded and chip is formed as the excess material. Tbe

deformed chip is separated from the parent material by fracture. The cutting action and the

chip fonnation can be more easily analyzed if the edge of the tool is set perpendicular to

the relative motion of the materia!. When a solid bar is turned by single point cutting tool

like insert, there are three forces acting on the culling tool namely as tangential force or

main cuttmg force (Fd, axial force or feed force (F,), and radial force (Fr) as indicated in
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Fig, 2.12 The major deformation starts at the shear zone and diameter determines the angle

of shear.

Feed,

Fig.2.12 Typicallllrning operation showing the forces acting on the cutting tool

fhe tangential force acts direction tangential to the revolving workpiece and

repre""nts the resistance to the rotation of the workpiece, In a normal operation, tangential

fi,rce is the highest of the three forces and accounts for maximum portion of the total

power required by the operation. Longitudinal foree acts in the direction parallel axis of

Lhcwork and represents resistance to the longitudinal feed of the to"l. Longitudinal force is

usually about 50 percenl as great as tangential force. Since feed velocity is usually very

low in relation to the veloCily the rotating workpiece, longitudinal force accounts for only

about I percent of total power reQuired. Radiallorce acts radial direction from tbc center

line oftbe workpiece. The radial force i, generally the smallest oftbe three, often about 50

percent ~s large as longitudinal lorce. Its effeet on power requirements is very small

because velocity in the radial direction is negligible.
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Loogitudinal turning test; have been ;tudied in depth by a large number of

re,earell workers ali over the worid. Effects of independent parameters (VIZ" cutting

speed, feed rate, depth of cut, 1001angle, etc) on dependent machining parameters (Viz.,

sllear angle, culling forces, shear flow stress, tool ehip interface temperature) have been

llUdied during longitudinal turning and abo during accelerated culling [71]' During

machining the culling tool genetally undcrgoes both flank wear and crater wear [24]. Flank

wear generally causes an increase in cutting forces, dimensional inaccuracy and vibration.

Cratet wear takes place on the rakc face of the tool where the chip slides over the tool

surf~ce The tool materiai composition and properties arc also crucial 10 the behavIor ofthe

machining forces [72J, which in turn afre~t tool life and ;urfaee roughness.

In the present work, the magnitude of main culling foree, l'c and feed force, Fr

have been monitored by dynamomcter for aii the speed-feed combinations under dry,

MQL (soiuble oil), MQL (cutting oil) and MQL (vcgerable oil) machining by coated

~arbide insert (SNMM-TN2000) whieh have been shown graphically from Fig. 2.13, Fig,

2,14, Fig. 2.15, l'ig. 2.16, l'ig. 2.17, Fig. 2.18, Fig. 2.19 and Fig. 2.20.
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Fig.2.17 Variation of feed force (1',) with culling speed (V) under different

environments at f~0.1 0 mmlrev
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Fig.2.18 Variation of feed force (FJ) with ~uttil1g ,peed (V) under cliffe.rent

environments at f~0.12 mmlrev
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fig.2.20 EtTect ,,[environment on feed force (PI) evaluated by regression analysis of the

e,,-perimental data
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2.3.4 Cutting Tool Wear

Tool wear generated due to high culling temperature could have signifLcantly

dfccts on dimensional, form, and surface roughness errors. A, a tool becomes worn, the

g:cometry of the tool tip is chHngcd, The wear of the tool tip on the clearance side will

result In loss oflhe effective depth of cut, which can generate both dimensional and form

errors of the workpiece by change of alignment between the tool and the workpiece. In

machining tool wear depends on the following parameters:

• The materia! and shape oflhe tool

• The material oflhe machined parts

• Cutting conditions and coolanl

• The machining pro"e~s (turning, milling or drilling CIC.)

Productivity and economy of manufacturing by machining are significantly

aiTccled by life of the cutting tool. Any 1001or work malerial improvement, that increase

tool life without causing unacceplable drops in production wili be beneficial. in order to

form a basis for such Improvement" efforts have been made to understand the behavior of

the tool, how il physically "ear; and the wear mechanisms and fonus of 1001 failure.

Cutting tools may fail by brilt:~ fracture, plastic deformation or gradual wear. In

cOLweLllion"lmachining, particulariy in cominuou, chip formation processes like turning,

generally the cutting loois faii by gradual wear by abrasion, adhesion, diffusion, chemical

erosion. galvanic action etc. depending upon lhe tool-work material, and machinmg

condition.
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Tool wear initially starts with a relatively faster rate due to what is called break-in

wear caused by attrition and micro.chipping at the sharp cuning edges. With the progress

of machining tools altain crater wear at the rake surface and flank wear at the clearance

,urfaees respectively due to conlinuom interaction and rubbing with the ehip\ and the

work surfaces respectively. Turning with carbide inserts having enough strength;

toughness and hot hardness generally fail by gradual wears. Fig. 2.21 shows the schematic

viewof general pattern of wear.

\'Boo Average Ilank wear
VN""'Nolc:hw,ar
VN:""' ~flankw.ar
VS- Avor>&" ~

flankw,ar
VSM""'M="", aucl1ary

- Ilaok wear

Fig. 2.21 Schematic view of general pattern of wear [69]

Among the aforesaid wears, the principal flank wear is the most imp,"rtant

beeau<>cII aggravates cuning forces and tempe,dture and may induce vibration with

progress of machining whicb influ~nces the dimensional accuracy of finished product. The

paUemand extent of the auxiliary flank wear (VS) affects surface finish and dimensional
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deviation of the machined parts. Growth of tool \Ve<lfis sizeable influenced by the

temperature and nature of interactions of the tool-work interJ"<lces,which again depends

lIpon the machining conditions for given tOl>I-workpairs. Wear ill<lYgrow at a relatively

faster rate at certain locations within the zoncs of flank wear apart from notching, Thc

width of such excessive wear are expressed by YM (maximum flank wear), VS (avewge

auxiliary flank wear) and VSM (maximum auxiliary flank wear).

In the present Investigations thc given insert attained significant values of VM

and VS in different degrees under different conditions. During machining under each

condition, the cutting insert was withdrawn <Itregubr intervals and then the salient feature,

like, VB and VS were measured under mctallurgical microscope fitted with micrometer of

least count 1.0 ).1m.

The growth of principal flank wcar, VB with progress of machining recorded

while turning steel, undertaken by coated carbidc inscrt (SNMM-TN2000) at feed rate f

~O.12rnmlrev and depth of cut d=l.OO mm and cutting speed V =175m!min under dry,

MQL (soluble oil), MQL (vegetable oil) and MQL (Cutting oil) conditions has been shown

in Fig. 2.22.

The auxiliary flank wears which affect dimensional accuracy and surface finish

have also recorded at a rcgular interval of machining under all the condilions undertaken.

The growth of average auxiliary flank wear, VS with machining time of 42CrM04 steel

under dry, MQL (soluble oil), MQL (vegetable oil) and MQL (Cutting oil) conditions has

been shown in Fig. 2.23.
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Fig.2.22 Growth of average principal flank wear (VB) with time recorded during turning

42CrMo4 steel by coated carbide insert (SNMM) under different environments

Work matcr1al : 42CrMC>4Steel
, Cutting tool : SNMM TN 2000
Depth of cuI : 1.0 mOl
feed TalC : 0.12 mmlrev
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Fig.2.23 Growth of average auxiliary flank weur (VS) with lime recorded duriQg turning

42CrMo4 steel by coated carbide insert (SNMM) under different environments
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Alter machining the steel over reasonably long period the pattern and extent of

wear that developed at different surface, of the tooitip, have been observed under SEM in

different magnification power. The SEM views represent the actual effects of different

en\'ironments on wear of the coated carbide inserts of present configurations.

The SEM views of the principal flank "f the worn out SNMM insert after about

33 minutes of machining of 42CrM04 steel under dry, MQL (vegetable oil) and MQL

(Cutting oil) conditions have been shown in Fig. 2.24. The SEM views of the auxiliary

flank of the worn out SNMM insert after about 33 minutes ofmaehining of 42CrMo4 steel

under dry, MQL (soluble 011),MQL (vegetable oil) and MQL (Cutting oil) condition> have

been shown in Fig. 2.25.
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(a) Dry machining, 33 min

",(c) MQL (VG 68 cutting oil) machining, 33 min

Fig. 2.24 SEM views of principal flank of worn out insert under (a) dry (b) MQL

(vegetable oil) and (c) MQL (VG 68 cutting oil) conditions
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(c) MQL (VG 68 cutting oil) machining, 33 min

Fig. 2.25 SEM views of auxiliary nank of worn out insert under (a) dry (b) ¥QL

(vcgetable o~l)and (c) MQI. (VG 68 cutting oil) conditions.
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2.3.5 Surface Roughuess

The performance and service life of any machined part are regularized by the

quality of that product, whieh for a given matenal is generally assessed by dimensional

accuracy and surface integrity of the product in respect of surface roughne", oxidation,

corrosion, residual stresses and sl,rface or subsurface micro CTIlcks.Surface roughnes5 is

predominantly eonsidcred a, the most important feature of practical engineering surfaces

tlllC10 its crucial influencc On the mcchanic"l and physical properties of machined parts.

So. characterization of ,urf"~e topography is es;ential in applications involving friction,

lubrication, wear and contact resistance [73.1. Surface tinish is aiso important index of

machinability or grindability which is ,ub,tantialiy influenced by the machining

environment for given tool-work p"ir and speed-feed condition. The performance and

,ervicc life of the machined/ground componcnt arC oflcn alTccted by its surface finish,

naturc and extcnt of rcsidual stresscs and prcsencc of surface or subsurface micro cracks

particularly when the component is to be used under dynamic loading or in conjunction,
with some other mating parts,

Surface roughness has been measured at two stagcs- i) after a few seconds of

machining with the sharp tool whilc recording the cutting forces and Ii) with the progress

of machining whilc monitoring growth of tool wear Withmachining time. The variation in

surface roughness observed with advancement of machining 42CrM04 steel by the coated

carbide S"MM insert at a parti~ular ,ct of cutting speed (V). feed rate (f), and depth of cUi

(d), under dry and different MQL conditions which have been shown in Fig. 2.26, Fig.

2,27. Fig. 2.28 and Fig. 2.29 respectively.
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Fig.2.26 Variation of surface roughne,,; (Ra) with cutting speed (V) under different

environments at f~0.10 mmlrev
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Fig. 2.27 Variation of surface roughness (Ra) with cutting speed (V) under different

environment; at f= 0.12 mm/rev
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Fig.2.29 Eflcct of environment on surface roughness (R,) evaluated by regreSSIon

analysis of the experimental data
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The variation in surface roughness observed with progress of machining

42CrMo4 steel at a particular set of cl1tting speed Y, feed rate f and depth of cut d, by the

coated carbide SNMM insert under dry and different MQL conditions has been shown in

Fig, 2.30.
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Cutting tool
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Feed rate
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"
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[ 3.5..
"..r 3.0

!

Machining timc, min
.Fig. 2.30 Surface roughness (RJ developed with progress of machining 42CrMo4 steel

under different environments
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Chapter-3
Discussion on Experimental Results

3.1 Cutting Temperature

Cutting temperature increw;cswith the increaliein specific energy consumption

and material removal rate (MRR). Such high cutting temperature affect>, directly and

indirectly, chip formation, cutting forces, 1001life, dimensional accuracy and SLlrfacc

integrity of the products. !VIanyAttempts have been made to reduce this prejudicial high

cutting temperature. Application (:If conventional cutting fluid during machining may, to

some extent, cool the tool and the workpiece in bulk but cannot cool and lubricate

expectedly and effectively at the chip-tool interface where the temperature is maximum.

This is because the flowing chips make principally bulk contact with the tool rake surface

and may be followed by elastic contact just bcfare leaving the cantact with the tao!. This

type of bulk contact does not allow the cutting fluid to penetrate in the interfacc. On the

ather hand, the elastic contact allows slight penetration of the cutting fluid only over a

small region by eapillary action. The cutting fluid action bccomes morc and more

ineffective at the interface with thc increase in cutting speed when the chip-tool contact

becomes almost fully plastic. The application of minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) at

chip-taal interfacc is expected ta improve machinability characteristics that playa vital



productivity, product quality and overall economy in addition to environment-friendliness

in machining particularly when the cutting temperature is vcry high.

The average chip-tool intcrface tcmperaturc has been determined by using lhe tool

"ork thermocouple lechnique and plotted againsl different cutting specds under dry and

MQL environment.<; in turning 42CrM04 sleel by coated carbide insert (SNMM-TN2000).

The variation in average chip-tool intcrface lemperaturc at differcnt curting speed, fccd and

environment combinatiom, have been shown in Fig. 2.4, Fig. 2.5, Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2,7. The

culling temperature generally increase, With the inerea,e in V and f though in different

degrcc due to ;ncreascd energy input. Il could be expecled that MQL would be more

effective at higher valucs of V and f. Fill. 2.4, Pig. 2.5, Fig. 2.6 and fig. 2.7 show lhat

MQL is better tha~ dry machining fm all the V-f combination; but amo~g three cutting

flUid, used for MQL, cutting oil shows the bcst re;ulls, vegelable oil shows inferiority lhan

cutting oil. Though soluble oil sho"s the betler resullthan dry, It is the Wor,l among \he

three MQL conditions. Thi, may bc attributed to the higher lubricating and coolmg

capabilily of cutting ail than athcr two which reduce the heat generation due to friction as

well as reduce the generated heal effeclively. Coefficicnl of friclion belween lhe contact

surface of the tool, flowing chips and the finished surface of lhe work-piece is reduced by

the fonnatian of the lubricalion film, consequently rcduce the frictional heat generation

and drastically reduce the cutting lcmperature. u,ss viscous vegetable oil- usually fonns

thin film and rate oftemperature reduction is lower in comparison to cutting oil when it is

employed as MQL. Though the cooling capaclty of ,oluble 011 increases due to mixing

with water, lubricating capacity of soluble oil decreases thaI makes water miscible cutting

fluid ineffective in reducing cutti'l!; temperature at the chip-tool interface.
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[t ISapparent from Fig. 2.4, Fig. 2.5, Fig. 2.6 and Fig, 2.7 that as the cutting specd

and feed rate increase, the percentage reduction in average cuning temperature decreases.

It may be for the reasons that, the bulk contact of the chip, with the tool increases with thc

increase in V and f which do nOl allow significant entry of coolant jet. Only possible

millction in the chip-tool conLaCl length due to the dragging of the chip by MqL jel

particularly that comes along the auxiliary cutting edge, can give acce>5 the jet towards the

interface, reduce the lcmpcrature to some extent particularly when thc chip velocity is high

(Iue to higher V. This small amount of reduction in average cUlling temperature is quite

,ignlticant in pertaining tool life and surface fini,h at induslrial speed-feed condition,.

The percentage saving in nverage chip-tool inlerface temperature {OJattained by

d,ti'erent MQL application for a set of V-f Combinations have been extracted from the

previous figures and shown in Table 3.1 for machining 42CrM04 steel with coated carbide

Inselt. For the convenience of comparison, the ranges and avcrages of percentage savings

;n e have l,een scparately shown in Table 3.2, which visualizes how the beneficial role of

MQL var;ed with dlfferent culling fluids.

Table 3, I and Table 3.2 shows that the reduction in cutting temperature among all

V-f combinations is more for the sct V =i75mlmin and f = 0.10 mm/rev. In this V-f

combination temperature reduction under MQL by cuning oii, vegetable oil and soiuble oil

varies from 8.60-12.53%, 6,67-8,98% and 3.36-5.44% respectiveiy. It can be noticed that

with the increase ln speed and feed MQL becomes less effective. This may be due (0 the

increa,e in chip load and increase in pla,tic contact length during cutting prevenls the

MQL to enter inlo the chip-tool ;nterfacc, More over, it shows the best reduction at higher

Gulling speed for l"wer feed rate. Again Table 3.2 presents that the average percentage
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reduction in chip-tool interface temperature under MQL by cutting oil, vegetable oil and

soluble oii are 10.58%,7.60% and 4.29% respectively. Therefore, in ail the tests through

out the entire experimcnt, MQL with cutting: oii (VO 68) shows the best performance due

to its better cooling: and lubrication irrespective of speed fced and depth of cut.

Table 3.1 Pcrcentage reduction in 1l due to minimum quantity iubrication (MQL) in

turning 42CrM04 steel by coated carbide SNMM TN-2000 in,erts

Cutting speed,
Pcrecntage reduction in e nnder different MQL

Feed rate, f, environmeuts
V,

mm/rev MQL MQL MQL
m/min

(Cuttiug fluid) (Vcgctable oil) (VG 68 cntting oil)

175 5.44 8.98 12.53

0.10 246 4.60 7.93 10.92

352 4.58 7.37 10.71

175 4.42 8.72 12.09

0.12 246 4.09 7.49 10,10

352 4,62 7.14 9.34

175 3.76 7.18 11.73

o. t 4 246 3.36 6.95 9.19

352 3.76 6.67 8.60

Table3.2 Average percentage reduction in 1l due to minimum quantity lubrication

(MQL) in turning 42CrM04 stcel by coated carbide SNMM TN-2000 inserts

Average percentage reduction in e

Savings MQL MQL MQL

(Soluble oil) (Vegetable oil) (VG 68 cutting oil)

Range 3.36-5.44 6.67 - 8.98 8.60 -12.53

Average 4.29 7.60 10.58
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3.2 Machining Chips

During machining ductile material, the form and shape of chips are found to

depend upon the mecllanical properties of the work material, tool geometry partie~larly

rake angle, level; of procc,s paramctcr> particularly V and f and cutting environment. In

"b,ence of chip breaker, the length and uniforrrnty of chips increase with the increase in

ciuc(ilityand softness of the work material, tool rake angle and cutting speed unl." the

chip-tool inter"ction is adverse inducing int~n,ivc friction and built-up edge fonnation.

Table 2.2 and Table 2,3 represent the shape and colour of lhe chips produced

during machining 42CrMo4 ,ICc! Wilh coated SNMM carbide insert under dry and

different MQL conditions. Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 show that lhe chips having

unfavourable shape (snarled ribbon or long tubular) i, under dry and MQL with soluble oil

eondilion and more favourable chips (Short ribbon) are produced under MQL wilh

vegetable oil and MQL with cutting oil conditions, Depending upon the cutting

temperatufC(level of process p"rameter) lhc chips become metallic, golden Orblue. From

Table 2.3 it i; clear that when V and f Lncrease,lhe chip becomes much deeper (from

memllic w blue) for increase in chip-tool interfacc temperature. Again the col[)ur [)f the

chip, also becomes lighter depending upon reduction Lncutting temperature by the

application of MQL. Under dry condition lhc colour of the chips produced' arc deep blue

due to high cutting temperature. The col[)ur of lhc chips significantly changes from dark

blue tQgolden OrmctaJljc with the application of minimum quantity lubrication comparing

t[) dry condition. But among the ll"ec type; of cutting fluids the VG 68 CUllingoil shows

the favourable re.,ults in this regard.
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The chip-thickness ratio {rd LSan Important indcx of chip formation and specific

energy consumption for a given tool-work combination. Chip thickness depends on almost

all the parameters involved in machining. The degree of chip thickening which is

measured by chip thickness ratio, play' an important role on cutting fon:es and hence On

eurting energy rcquin:ments a, well as cutting tempnatun:. It is evaluated from the ratio,

ro=.::t.= fsinlp
a, a,

Where,
r, Chip thickness r,,~io
aL = Chip thickness before cut ~ fsinlp
a, = Chip thickness
f Feed rate
lp = Principal curting edge angle

(3.1 )

During the machininl; of the ductile metals and alloys, eontinuou, chips are

produced and the value ofr, is generally less than 1.0 becam,e chip thickness after cut (a,)

becomes greater than chip thickness before ClLt(a,) due to almost.~ll sided compression

and friction at the chip.IOOImterface. Smaller value of r, means larger cutting forces and

frictionand hence is undesirable.

The elfeCIof increase in V and f and the change in environment on the value of

chip-thickness ratio (r,) obtained during turning 42CrM04 steel are shown in Fig.2.S,

Fig.2.9, Fig.2.10 and Fig.2.1l which depict some signifLcantfacts: (i) values ofr, has all

along been less than 1.0, (Ii) the value of r, has increased by the application of minimum

quantity of lubricant and (iii) thc value of r, increases with increase in V and f The value

of f, usually increase, with the incrcaoc In V particularly at its lower range due to

plasticization and shrinkage of the shear 7[llle for reduction in friction and built-up edge
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formation at the chip-tool inlerfa~e duc to Increase in t~mpcrature and sliding velocity. In

machining steel, by tools like carbide, usually the po;sibililY of built-up edge formation

and ,lze and strength oflhe built-up edge, if formed gradually increase with thc increase in

temperature due to increase in V and also f and thell decrcasc with the further increase in V

duc 10100much softening of the chip material ilnd it, removal by high sliding speed.'

T3bIeJ.J Percentage increment in r, due to minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) in

tllrning 42CrM04 steel by coat~dcnrblde SNMM TN-2000 inscrts

Perccnt3ge increment in r, nnder different MQL

Feed rate, f,
Cutting speed,

cnvirnnments
V,

mm/rev MQ' MQ' MQ'
m/min

(Snlublenil) (Veget'lble nil) (VG 68 eutting nil)

175 5 12 16

0.10 246 3 II 15

352 5 10.6 14

175 3 11.29 14.51

0.12 .246 3 II 14

352 6 13 17.39

175 5 II 15.38

0.14 246 4 12 17.39

352 5.4 II 15

Table3.4 Average pcreentage increment in r, due to minimum quantity lubrication

(MQL) in turning 42CrMo4 steel by coated carbide SNMM TN-2000 inserts

Savings
Avera e Pereenta c increment in r

MQL MQ' MQ'
'Soluble oil' (Ve"~t3blc oil) IVG 68 euttin nill

Range 3,6 10-13 14-17

Av~rage 4.38 11,36 15.23
,
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fig. 2.8, Fig. 2,9, fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11 ,how that MQL has increased the value

of chip thickness rat;o for all V-I' combim\tiom duc to reduction ;n friction at thc chip-tool

intcrfacc, reduction in built-up-edge formation and wear at the cutting edge,. ln all Y-f

combinations MQL by cutting oil and vegetabie oil show more effectiveness than soluble

oil. The figures clearly show that t!uoughoul the prcsent experimental domain the value of

" gradually Increased with the increase ill V and fin differcnt degree under both dry and

:-1QL condition,. Among three MQL conditions. cutting oii (YG 68) has shown the be,t

performance, because thc valuc of r, has increased more than the othcr two fluids, i.e,

vcgcmble oil and soluble oiL

The percentage ineremem in chip-thickness ratio, r, attained by MQL for different

cuttll1g speed and feed havc been calculated from the previou; figures and shown in Table

33. For ease of comparison, the range> and averages of percentage increment in f, has

been separateiy shown ill Table 3,4 which visuali7.es the variation of beneficiai roie of

MQL with different cutting fluids. From Table 3,4 the range of percentage increment of

chip Ihickness ratio for the above mentioned V-f combinations for MQL by cuuing oil.

vegetable oil and ,oluble oil over dry condition are 14-17%, 10-13% and 3...{;%

respcctively. Again Table 3.4 presents the average value of percentage increment in chip-

thickness ratio for MQL by cuUing oil, vcgetabie oii and soluble oii arc 15.23%. i 1.36%

and 4.38% respectively. These indicate that cutting oil (VG 68) gives best performance

than other two fluids.
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3.3 Cutting Forces

It has already been mentioned in the prcviou, chapter that the magnitude of the

cutting:force is a major index of machinability which governs productivity, product quality

and overall c<:onomyin machining. The cutting forces increase almost proportionally with

thc increase in chip load and shear strength of work material.

During machining 42CrHo4 ,Ieel by coated carbide inscrt (SNMM-TN2000)

main cutting force (Fe) and teed force (Frl were recorded under dry, MQL (soluble oil),

MQL (vegetable oil) and MQL (cutting oil) conditions. The variatIon in main CUlling

LOrccs(Fe) and feed force (lOr)at differcnt cutting speed, fccd and environment

combinations have been ,hown in Fig. 2.13, Fig. 2.14, Fig. 2.15, Fig. 2.16, Fig. 2.17, Fig.

2.18. Fig. 2.19 and Fig, 2.20. The fLguresclearly Indicate the influence offeed and cutting

speed on main CUllingforce (Fe) and feed force (F,). The main cutting force and feed force

are increased though in different degree by increasing feed due to increased energy input

and chip ioad and decreased by increaling cutting speed due to much s()!leningof the work

matenal ahead of (he advancing tool. It could be expected that MQL would be more

effective at higher vaiues ofculting speed, V and iower value, of feed, f. Fig. 2.13, Fig,

2.14, Fig. 2.15,Fig. 2.16, Fig.2.17,Fig. 2.18,Fig.2.19andFi g.2,20~owthMMQLis

better tha~ dry machining for all the V-f combinations but among three MQL conditions

culling oil shows bCllerresults than other two.

it is evident from the figures Fig. 2,13, Fig. 2.14, Fig. 2.15, Fig. 2.i6, Fig. 2.17,

Fig. 2.18, Fig. 2.19 and Fig. 2.20 that as the cutting speed increases, the percentage

r.duclion in main Culling force and feed force decrea>e.The cause behind the percentage
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reduction in main cutting fQ",e and feed toree is that the MQL jet becomes less effective

with the increase in Y and f due to increase in conlacl length of the chips wilh the 1001

whIch do not allow slgnifLcant entry of coolanljel

The percentage saving in main cutting force and feed force attained by differenl

MQL for a set of Y-f combination" ha,'c been extracted from the previous figures and

shown in Table 3,5. For the convenience of comparison, lhc ranges and averages of

p"rcenlage savings ill Fe and F, havc been ,cparalely ,hown in Table 3.6, which visualizes

the variation of the beneficial role of MQL using ditl'erent cutting fluids.

Table 3.5 Percenlage reduction of cutting force" (F, and Fr) due to minimum quanti!}'

lubrication (MQL) in turning 42CtMo4 steel by coated carbide SNMM TN-

2000 inserts

Cuttiug forces

M;\in cutting force (F,) Feed force (F,)
Feed rate, Cutting

MQL MQL MQL MQL MQL.MQL
I, speed, V,

(Vegetabl (VG 68 (Cutting Vegetabl (VG 68
mlmin

(Cutting
10m/rev

fluid) uil) cutting fluid) oil) cutting

oil) oil)

175 9.52 11,90 14.29 7.99 10041 12.11

0.10 246 6.89 ~A4 11.99 5.3 1 7.90 9,75

352 5.33 8.00 10.67 3.73 6044 8040
175 8.30 10048 13.76 6.74 8.96 11.56

0.12 246 6.78 9.11 11.68 5.20 7.57 9044
352 7.00 9.50 12,00 5042 7.97 9.76

175 6.93 8,91 12048 5.35 7.37 10.25

0.14 246 6.12 8.23 10.55 4.53 6.67 8.27

352 4.02 (,.25 8048 2.39 4.66 6,16
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Table 3.6 Average perccntage rcduction in culling forces due to minimum quantity

lubrication (MQL) in turning 42CrMo4 steel by coated carbide SNMM in>errs

Aver"ge Perccntage reduction in eulting forces

M.1in cutting force (F,j Feed force {F,j

Savings MQL MQL MQL MQL MQL MQL

(Cutting Vegctablc (VG 68 (Cutting (Vegetable (Ve 68

fluid) oil) cnttiug oil} fluid) oil) cutting oil)

I Range 4.02-9.52 6.25-11.9 8.48-14.29 2.39-7.99 4.66-10041 6,16-12.11

1 Averagc 7.09 94 12.07 5.18 7.55 9.52

Table 3.6 shows that the percentage reduction of main cutting force for the stated

Y-f combinations under MQL uslng cutting oil, vegetable oil and soluble oil over dry

conditlon are 8-14%, 6-11 % and 4-9% respectively with an average of 12%, 9% and 7%

respectively. Percentage reduction of feed force for the stated Y-f combination, for MQL

",ing culling oil, vegetable oil and soluhle oil over dry condition arc 6-12%, 4-10% and

2-7% respectively with an avclagc of 9%, 7% and 5% respectively. Among thc

environment, MQL cutting oil (YG 68) gives the best performancc.

3.4 Cutting ToolWear

It has already mentioned that cutting 1001 "ear are generally quantitatively

mea,lLccdby thc magnitudes ofVfl, VS, VM, YSM ctc, ,hown in Fig. 2.21, out of which

VB is considered to be the most significant parameter in R&D work. Among the different

tool wears, the principal flank wear is the most important because it raises the cutting

force, and the related problems. The life of carbide tools, which mostly fail by wearing, is

assessed by the actlllll machining time after which the average value of its principal flank
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wear (VB) reaches a limiting valuc, like 300!-,m Therefore attempts should be made to

rcducc thc rale (}fgrowth (}fflank wear in all pQ;siblc ways without sacrificing MRR.

The gradual growth of VB, the predominant parameter to dctermine the end of

1001lifc, has been ob,erved during turning of 42CrM04 stcel by coaled carbide (SNMM-

TN 2000) insert, at a cuning speed 175 mlmin, feed rate 0.12mm/rcv and depth ofcut 1.0

mm under dry and MQL have been shown in Fig. 2.22. MQL by culling oil and vegetable

oil at fccd 0.12 mmlrcv, cutling ,peed 175 mlmin and depth of cut 1.0 mm is more

dfettive, for this, lhe above process parameters are selected 10 assess the wcaring of insert.

It is elearly observed from the fig. 2.22 that the principal flank Wear (VB) decrea,es

_,ignificantly under MQL condition due to cooling and lubrication even under adverse

condilions. Such improvement by MQL jet can be atlributed mainly to retention of

hardnc,s and sharpneS.l of lhc culting edge for lheir steady and intensive cooling,

pr(}tection from oxidation and ~orro,i(}n and ab>ence of buill-up edge formation, whieh

accelerates both crater and flank wear by !laking and chipping. Fig. 2.22 also shows thal

growth rate of VB slowdown in ea,c of applying cutting oil as MQL than vegetable oil.

Another imporlanl tool wcar crileria is average auxiliary flank wear which

governs the surface finish on the job a5 well as dimensional accuracy. Irregular and higher

auxiliary tlank wear leads to poor surface tinish and dimensional inaccuracy. The auxiliary

tlank wear, which occurs due to rubbing of lhe 1001 lip against lhe finished surface.

Gradual decrease in depth of cut which is proportional to lhe magnilude of auxiliary flank

wear (VS) Increases the diameter of lhe job in straight turning with the progress of

machining_ And the irregularity dcveloped in the auxiliary cutting edge due to wear

impairs the surfdCe flnish ofthe product.
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The growth of VS has been depicted in Fig. 2,23 for different environments.

MQLjct coollng provides remarkable rcciuclionin V5 with the progress of machining. So,

it is clearly appears from figure, that thc rate of growth of flank wears (VB and VS)

dccrea;cs substantially by MQL when turning ,lcel by SNMM inserts. Pressurized jet of

MQI. has casily becn dragged into the pla,lic contact by its high energy jet, coois the

interface and lubricate properly_It not only cool; the interface but also reduces frictional

heat generation by lubricating thc frictionzones.

Application of MQL has provided substantial improvement and much uniform

Ilank wears those have been much smaller in magnitude and there was no sign of notch

"ear. In the process of machining, the cutting tools usually undergo rapid wear called

break-in wear at the beginning of machining due to attrition and micro-chipping and then

uniformly and relatively slow mechanical wear followed by fa,ICr wcar at the end. The

mechanism and rote of growth of cutting tool wear depend much on the mechanical and

chemical properties of tool and the work materials and their behaviour under the cutting

condition. While machining this ,tee!, no notching has been found to develop in any of the

imcrls even under dry machining condition possibly [or less hardenability and more

chemical stability of this steel.

The SEM views of the worn out inserts after turning 42CrM04 stcel at a particular

V-t:d combination under different environments after 33 min of machining, shown in Fig.

2.24 and Fig. 2.25, qualitatively indicate that MQL has provided sizeable reduction in

overall wear of the insert. Fig, 2.24 also shows that principle flank wear occurred non-

uniformly along the main culling edge of SNMM tool under dry and MQL with vegetable

oil condition. During dry cutting the cutting insert suffered a lot due to intensive high
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temperature. Though MQL with vegetable oil reduces the cutting temperature the culling

insert suffers drastically at its nose and 'lLl'l'ounding dlLe to more abrasion. MQL with

cUlling oil provided more or tess unLform principal tlank wear in machining the 42CrMo4

steel. Substantial reduction in average auxiliary flank wear (VS) ofSNMM inserts enabled

by present MQL in machining 42CrMo4 stcel has been revealed in Fig. 2.25. So it is'found

that cutting oil increased tool life by Jccrca,ing 1001wear,

3.5 Surface Roughness

Surface roughness is an important mea,uring criterion of machinability because

performance and service life of the machined component are often affected by its surface

finish, nature and extent of residual streS5eS and prc,ence of surface or subsurface micro-

cracks, if any, particularly when that component i, to be uscd undcr dynamic loading or in

conjugation with ,omc other mating part. Surface roughness is an important design

consideration a, it impacts many parts characteristics such lI.I fatigue strength, eleanability,

assembly tolerances, eoefficicnt of friction, wear rate, corrosion resistance and aesthetics

l74]. ("sai ct al [75] slated that the pos,iblc factors affecting surface finish wcre feed rate,

cutting speed, depth of cut, culler geometry, culler runout, tool wear, cutter force and

vibration under dynamic culling wnditions. The major causes behind development of

surface roughness in continuous machining proccsse, arc:

L regular fcc.d marks left by the tool tip on the finished surface

ii. irregular deformation of Ihc aUXiliary culling edge at thc tool-tip due tQ

chipping, fracturing and wear

lll. vibration in the machining system
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lV. built-up cdge formation, irany

even in absence of all other sources, the lurncd surtaee inherently attains some

amounl or roughne,s in uniform contlguratiom due 10feed mark>.The peak value of such

roughness depends upon thc value of feed rale, f and lhe geometry of the turning inserts.

Nose radius essentially impart, edgc strent,>thand beller heat di~~ipationat the tool tip but

it, main eontribulion is drastic reduction in the aforesaid surface roughness as indicated by

the simple relationship,

f'
hm -,8,
Where,
h," =,
f

Peak value of roughness caused due to f~ed marks
Nose radius of the lurning inserts

= Feed rale

(3.2)

Machining at high fced and cutling speed, lhe pcak value, h" may decrease, due to

rubbing over lhe feed mark ridges by lhe inner sharp edge of the flowing chips. Further

deteriorntion of the cutting edge profile take, place due to cllipping, wear etc. Formalion of

buill-UPedge may also worscn the surface by furthcr cllipping and flaking of tile tool

materials and by overflowing to thc auxiliary flank at the tool-lip.

For the pre~enl study, only surface finish has been considered for asseS5mentof

producl qualily under dry and MQL m.chining condilions. It is evident that MQL

improvcs surface finish depending upon Illc work-lOol material~ and mainly through

controlling the delerioration oflhc auxiliary cuning edge by abrasion, chipping and built-

up edge formation. feed force as well as chip thicknels ratio is responsible for surface
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roughness along the longitudinal direction of the turned job. Usually surface roughnes;

increases with the increase In feed (f) and decreases with the increase in cutting speed (V).

Reduction in R:t with the increase in V may be attributed to smoother chip-tool interface

with lesser chance of built-up edge formation in addition to possible truncation of the feed

marks and slight f1anening of the tool-tip a3 cutting force de<;rea3e' and chip thickne33

ratio increases with the increa,c in cuning 'peed. Increase in cutting speed may also eause

slight ,moothing of the abraded auxiliary cutting edge by adhesion and diffu3ion type wear

and Ihu, reduces surface roughness. So, cutting speed (V) influcnces on surface roughness

undet dry and MQL machining.

Fig. 2.26, Fig. 2.27, Fig. 2.28 and Fig. 2.29 show the variation of surface

roughncss, R, attained during turning 42CrM04 3teel by coated carbide insert (SNMM-TN

2000) at various V-f combinations under dry and MQL (soluble oil, vegetable oil and

cutting oil) conditions. It is clear that the surface roughness decreases with the increase in

cutting speed and Increases with the increase in feed but during all the treatments under

dry Hnd MQL machining conditions MQL provide3 lesscr surface roughness than

corresponding dry condition. This i~ mainly because of frequent fonnation or chance of

formation of built.up edgc, quick sepamtion of built-up edge and behaviour of materials to

bc machined under dry machining condition than that ofMQL condition. Cutting oil gives

the smoother surface among the three MQL condition,.
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T"ble 3.7 Percentage reduction in R, due to minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) In

turning 42CrM04 steel by coated carbide SNMM TN-2000 inserts

Cutting speed,
Percentage rednetion in R" under different MQL

Feed rate, f, environments
V,

mm/rev MQL MQL MQL
m/min

(Soluble oil) (Vegetable oil) (VG 68 cutting oil)

175 14 18 21
0,10 246 8 12 17

352 6 10 14
175 15 19 25

0.12 246 11 16 22
352 17 21 25
175 12 16 22

0.14 246 12 16 25
3>2 11 15 22

The pereentage reduction in average surface roughness (R.) attained by MQL for

different V-f combinations have been extracted from the previous figures and shown in

'1able 3.7. for convenience of comparison, the mnges and avemges of percentage savings

ill R. have been separateiy shown in Table 3.~ whieh Visualizes how the beneficiai role of

MQL varied with different cuning fluid,. From the Tabie 3.8 it is shown that in respect of

surface rouglmess MQL is betler for r~0.i2 ml11/rev and V=352 mlmin. The value of

petccntage reduction for cuning oil, vegetable oil and sQluble oj[ are 17-25%, 12-21%

"nd 6-17%rcspectiveiy. Again the avemge percentage reduction, are 21.4%, 15.75%

andll.5% for cutting oil, vegetable oil and soluble oil rc!'pcctive1y.
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Table3.8 Avcrage percentage reduclion in R, due to minimum quantity lubrication

(MQL) in turning 42CrM04 steel by coated eatbide SNMM TN-2000 inserts

Average per<:entage reduction in R.

Savings MQL MQL MQL

(Soluble oil} (Vegetable oil) (VG 68 cntting oil)

Range 6-11 12-21 17-25

Average 1J.5 15.75 21.4

Surface rouglmess has also been measured al regular intervals while carrying oul

turning for study of tool wear. It has be.n found that surface roughness developed with the

progress of maehinmg. though in different degrce under different lool-work-environment

combinations. Fig. 2.30 sho"'s the gro",th in surface roughness observed Wilh progress of

machining of 42CrM04 ,leel by tk SNMM inscrt at predefined speed_feed_depthof cut (V

=175 m!min, f=0.12 mm/tcv and d=I.O mm) combination under dry and MQL conditions

up to 35 minutes of machining. Fig. 2,25 reveals the pattcrn of growth of surface

roughness. Such observations indicate distincl correlation between auxiliary flank wear

and ,mfaee roughness. From Fig. 2.30. it is clear that surface roughnes; gradually

inetcases with the machining time due to gradual increases in auxiliary flank wear (VS).

MQL has appeared to be morc effective in reducing surface roughness as it did for

auxiiiary flank wear. The rate of increase in surfHeeroughness decreases to significant

ext.nt when machining has been donc under minimum quantity lubrication, MQL jet not

aniy reduce the VS but also po;sibly of buill-up edge fonnation due to reduction in

lemperalurc. However, it is apparent that MQL jel sub;tantially improves surface finish

depending upon the work-lool materials and mainly through controlling the deterioration

of the auxiliary cutting edge by abra,ion, chipping and built-up edge fonnation,
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Chapter 4
Conclusions aud Recommendations

4.1 Conclusions

During machining the use of wtting t1uids change (he pcrfonnance of machining

operations because of their lubrication, cooling and chip flushing functions. Minimum

quantity lubrication (MQL) presents as a fca,iblc alternative for machining sleels with

respect to cutting temperature, l~lip fonnalion, culling ["'''"';' to'01 wear and surface

roughness. The results clearly indicate Ihe advantage, of using VO 68 cutting oil as MQL

coolant over dry as well as other coolants like vegetable oil and water soluble cutting fluid

when applied as MQL. The following conclusions can 1J.cmade based on the observations

and the c:-:.pcrimcnlai rcsulls obtained,

(I) Application of minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) not only reduced the

demand tor cutting fluid but also made significant technological bencfits

which has been observed during machining 42CrMo4 steei by coated

carbide insert (SNMM-TN 2000).

(ii) MQL assisted jet enabled reduction in average chip-tool interface

temperature from 3 to 12.5% depending upon the types of cutting fluids.



Even such apparently small reduction, enabled significant improvement in

the m,~or machinability indices. MQL by VG 68 cutting oil reduced cuttmg

temperature by about 8.6%- j 2.5% that indicates the effectiveness of cutting

oil over other two MQLcoolant!"

(iii) Application of minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) provides an effeetivc

and efficient cOQling and improved chip-tool interaction in turning

42CrMo4 steel, which changc> the mode of chip formation and ascertain

favourable chip shape and colour. Chip thickness ratio (r,) increases more

predominantly by the use of MQL than dry condition because MQL reduces

the friction between the contact surfaccs of the chip-tool and work-tool.

Among the three MQL coolants VG 68 culling oil exhibits the best results

in respect of chip thickness ratio when 42CrM04 steel is machined using

coated SNMM carbide insert, MQL by VG 68 cutting oil hlll increased the

chip thickness ration (rd by 14to 17%.

(iv) The magnitude of cutting forces was reduced sizably by the application of

MQL as the chip fonnation modes become favorable. Main cumng foree

reduced more predominantly than feed force. Favorable changes in the chip-

tool interaction and rctention of the culling edge sharpness for a prolong

time of machining due to the reduction of culling zone temperature seemed

to be the main reason behind the reduction of cutting forces by MQL.

Cutting oil more prominently reduced main cutting force and feed force as

well as energy consumption than vegetable oil and water soluble cutting

fluid..
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(v) The most incredible contribution of MQL jet in turning 42CrM04 steel by

coated SNMM carbide insert undertaken was the high reduction rate in

flank wear as well as large increment in tool life that improve the

dimensional accuracy of the joh even under high speed feed condition.

Cutting 1001wear, flank "car in particular have decreased sub,lantial1y due

to the retardation of the temperature sensitive wear, like diffusion and

adhesion when lurning 42CrM04 steel under minimum quantity lubrication

by VG 68 cutting oil in compar;,on to other environments.

(vi) Surface quality depends upon lhe pattern and magnitude of auxiliary flank

wear. MQL signiflcantly reduced auxiliary flank wear by reducing the

culling temperalure, accordingly surface roughness was reduced to a large

eXlcntwhen VG 68 cutting oil was employed as MQL. VG 68 reduced or

eliminated the formation or possibility of formation of built-up edge due to

more drastic reduction in flank lemperature lhat also helped 10 produce

smoother surface.

4.2 Recommendations

(i) MQL jel can be applied along principal cutting edge or along the flanks or

in combination of cutting edges and flanks in lieu of only along auxiliary

cUlling edge. Thc best solulion of application methods to control tool wear

and air quality can be onered throllgh studying lhose configurations.
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(iL) Tool geometry plays ~igniflcant role on chip formation mode, cutting

temperature. tool wear and failure. surface finish. residual stresses, and

white layer genem~ion. SNMM tool configuralion was used for these

treatments. Other tools can be used for machining this steel to find oul the

suilability of tool geometry.

(iii) To achieve a bell,r understanding oflhc machining process planning wilh

environmental concerns as a faclor of consideration, the culling fluid

atomization behavior in ncar dry turning process in order to estimate the

resulting air quality can be further inve,ligaled in the future.

(iv) In lhis work, the pallern of flow is not considered. So for future

investigations thc plItlernof flow of jct can be measured, i.e., whether it is

laminar or turbulent Though turbulent flow is able to transport more heat in

comparison to laminar jel, but for more tbinning of jet iaminar flow jel is

preferable. With increa>e in air pressure and nozzle tip diameter, the

effective iaminar flow pallem for more elTeetive and efficient cooling can

be easily maintained.
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